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1. ODD Protocol of ABM Chapter 3 

1.1 Purpose 

Described in main text. 

1.2 Entities, state variables, and scales 

Described in main text.  

Figure S1 shows the UML class diagram, while Table S1 shows the description of the 

state variables of the entities. 
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Figure B–1.1: UML Class Diagram. Structure diagram showing the system‟s classes, their attributes, attribute values, functions/operations and relationship between 

classes. Source: author 
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Table B–1.1 Entities included in the model, their state variables, and whether these are exogenous (i.e. exogenously set by the 

observer/user, or endogenously generated by the model) and/or constant (i.e. values do not change during the simulation) variables.  

 

State 

variable 
Description Exogenous? Constant? Initial value 

environment 

biomass-stock  Number of resource units available in patch. No No 
0 – max-

biomass-stock 

biocapacity 
Capacity of ecosystems to produce useful biomass and to absorb waste 

biomass generated by firms during extraction processes. 
No No 

See 

„Submodels‟ 

crit-biomass-

stock 
Minimum threshold of biomass below which resources are unable to re-grow  Yes Yes 103 

max-biomass-

stock 
Maximum biomass value in each patch  Yes Yes 109 

growth-rate Intrinsic growth rate of biomass  Yes Yes 0 – 1 

equivalence-

factor 

Productivity-based scaling factor that converts a specific land type (e.g. 

forest) into a universal unit of biologically productive area, a global hectare. 
Yes Yes 1.28 

yield-factor 
Factor that accounts for differences between countries in productivity of a 

given land type (e.g. cropland) 
Yes Yes 1.82 

government 
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State 

variable 
Description Exogenous? Constant? Initial value 

compute-

government-

policy 

Activate government conservation responses Yes Yes 
4 options/ 

scenarios 

firms 

deposit-

account-firm 
Monetary capital of firms No No 106 - 1030  

capital-

technological-

progress (CTP) 

Amount of monetary capital allocated to technology-account by each firm, 

which is invested in new technologies to increase resource extraction 

efficiency. 

No No 0.15 

capital-wages 

(CW) 

Amount of monetary capital allocated to wages-account by each firm, which 

is invested in employee wages.  
No No 0.3 

capital-

equipment-

materials 

(CEM) 

Amount of monetary capital allocated to equipment-material-account by each 

firm, which reflects expenses for fuel, material and equipment 
No No 0.2 

sales-niche 
Chooser showing 4 integers which determines the radius size to be considered 

by firms when counting the number of households in such radius at the time 

of moving to another patch due to lack of employees 

Yes Yes maximum 

biomass-

conversion-

ratio 

Conversion rate of biomass (resources) into goods Yes Yes 0.5 

biomass-

reserves 

Physical deposit of each firm, where harvested resources are stored. Enables 

firms to cope with periods of an excess demand. 
No No 0 
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State 

variable 
Description Exogenous? Constant? Initial value 

credits/debt Loans borrowed by firms from the bank No No 0 

credits-repaid Amount of repaid loans by firms so far No No 0 

credits-

remaining 
Amount of unpaid loans by firms so far No No 0 

workforce Total number of employees in each firm No No 
nº households / 

nº firms 

nominal-wage 

(NW) 
Wages paid by firms to households  No No 103 − 105 

accelerator-

effect 

Adaptation of firms to household demand by increasing/decreasing resource 

extraction  
Yes Yes 3 

price (P) Firms‟ sales price No No 50 – 200 

households 

deposit-

account-

household 

Bank deposit account of households. No No 104 − 105 

max-age Current age of each household. No No 90 

energy Energy obtained per resource unit consumed by households. No No 0 – 100 

transport-cost Cost of mobility for buying goods. Yes No 10 

commuting-

cost 
Cost of mobility for commuting to work Yes No 10 
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State 

variable 
Description Exogenous? Constant? Initial value 

demand Each household‟s demand over goods No No 0 

aggregate-

goods-demand 

(AGD) 

Variable that computes the total individual-goods-demand on firms by 

households 
No No 0 

bank 

withdrawable-

capital 
Capital available for withdrawable by households for good consumption No No  .household 

deposit accounts 

cash-reserve-

ratio (CRR) 
Proportion of money allocated as withdrawable-capital Yes Yes 0.02 – 1 

bank-reserve 

(vault) 

Bank's money reserve, where repaid loans are saved and from which loans are 

lent out 
No No 

household 

deposit accounts 

* (1 – CRR) 

credit-lending-

frequency 
Frequency at which credits are lent our by the bank to firms No Yes 12 (months) 

credit-repay-

frequency 
Frequency at which credits are paid back from firms to the bank No Yes 15 (months) 

interest-loans Interests on loans that firms and households pay to the bank Yes Yes 0.05 

interest-

deposits 
Interests on deposits that the bank pays to households Yes Yes 0.02 

speculators 
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State 

variable 
Description Exogenous? Constant? Initial value 

credits-

borrowed 
Amount of credits borrowed from the bank No No 0 

speculation-

debt 
Debt owed by speculators to the bank No No 0 
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1.3 Process overview and scheduling 

Described in main text. 

1.4 Design Concepts 

1.4.1. Basic Principles 

Steve Keen‟s (2009, 2010a) pure credit economic models are used as a basis to simulate 

the economic dimension of our ABM. Keen‟s models uses the Monetary Circuit Theory 

as a framework, an heterodox theory of monetary economics often associated with the 

post-Keynesian school that permits to examine the role of banks and debt through a 

simple monetary platform – elements that are usually ignored by mainstream 

economists (Keen, 2009).  

1.4.2. Collectives 

The bank agent represents a group of commercial banks lending credits to firms, which 

use them to fund extraction of natural resources. The government represents those 

policies, implemented at different governmental scales, focused on enhancing 

environmental conservation of natural resources.  

1.4.3. Emergence 

Model outcomes are grouped into environmental and socio-economic. Environmental 

outputs consist of biomass stock (i.e. natural resource stock) and biocapacity, i.e. patch 

variables. The socio-economic outputs consist of GDP (observer-variable), technology 

efficiency (firm variable), debt growth rate (firm-variable); price (firm-variable); 

demand (household-variable) monetary capital stock (firms, household and bank 

variables); goods price (firm-variable), goods demand (household-variable) and 

speculation rate (speculator-variable). 
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1.4.4. Adaptation 

Adaptation is to some degree reflected in the different rules for movement by household 

and firm agents. Firms move to the closest patch with highest biomass stock and higher 

number of households in neighbour patches when labour is zero, or when their biomass 

stocks drop under an exogenously set threshold. Households‟ movement is based on 

prioritizing firms nearby with low prices and high wages. Both firms and households 

adapt to negative financial situations by borrowing bank credits. Similarly, speculator 

agents adapt to prices in order to borrow more or less (or none) bank credits. Finally, 

the government agent adapts to the environmental status of natural resources overall for 

implementing conservation policies.  

1.4.5. Objectives 

The objectives are implicit to agents. Agents‟ decision-making algorithms enhance 

profit-seeking behaviours aimed at increasing monetary capital.  

1.4.6. Learning 

Agents change several adaptive traits during simulation, making decisions based on the 

information obtained from different model parameters. For instance, credit-lending-

frequency and credit-repay-frequency are parameters that change their value based on 

the type of economic scenario modelled. Thus, the rates at which firms repay their loans 

vary from scenario to scenario, as well as the capital available for credit lending. 

Another example is given by the nominal-wages parameter, which influences household 

consumption in the goods market. 

1.4.7. Prediction 

Firms predict a potential future depletion of resources when these drop below a critical 

threshold, thus adapting their resource extraction efforts in concordance. Similarly, the 

government considers potential future scenarios of environmental and/or economic 

collapse and implements conservation policies in consequence.  
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1.4.8. Interaction 

The bank directly interacts with firms and households via the credit market. Households 

directly interact with firms within the labour and goods markets. Firms directly interact 

between them via competition for resources and credits. Households interact between 

them via competition for low good prices and high wages. 

1.4.9. Observation 

Graphical output on the NetLogo interface shows the stock of resources of each patch, 

via patch colour. Firms (grey agents with „factory‟ shape) and households (red agents 

with „person‟ shape) are also displayed. Each time step, the model displays a trace on 

the movements of all agents so that their movements can be observed.  

To allow the observation of the generated environmental and socio-economic effects, 

summary statistics are provided via reporters and plots in the interface and output files. 

The model provides graphical display of several model outputs.  

1.5 Initialization 

The initial landscape consists of a grid of 100 × 100 patches. The location of the bank, 

government and speculators is randomly set, yet irrelevant for model outcomes. Each 

household and firm agent is assigned a random (patch) location, where one firm and no 

more than three households can coincide in each patch. See TableS1 for the initial 

values for all the parameters computed. 

1.6 Input Data 

The interest rate on credits and deposits follows historical data (1967-2000) for the UK 

(World Bank, 2012). The Yield Factor (YF) refers to the difference in production of a 

given land type across different nations, measured in kg/ha, while the Equivalent Factor 

(EQF) translates a specific land type (e.g. cropland, pasture, forest, fishing ground) into 

a universal unit of biologically productive area (ha).  
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1.7 Submodels 

Most algorithms are adapted from Keen (2010) to our particular modelling context by 

disaggregating his equations and algorithms (computed by homogenous entities) for 

each heterogeneous agent in our model. 

1.7.1 Scenario selection 

The observer/user selects the scenario to be computed. The Result section in the main 

paper describes the scenarios modelled, based on economic systems with different cash-

reserve-ratios, going from the lowest fractional reserve banking (2%) to a full reserve 

banking (100%) system. The lower the cash reserve ratio, the higher the fraction of the 

commercial bank‟s monetary capital available for credit lending to firms. Through this 

approach, we want to study the environmental impacts of systems with different debt 

dynamics and debt stocks available for borrowing.  

1.7.2 Patches compute biomass-stock 

Each land parcel (patch) computes one resource stock (Rs), which increases based on a 

growth rate parameter, and decreases due to the resource-extraction process of firms. 

Growth-rate values are halved when resource stocks drop below a critical resource 

threshold, since the capacity of resources to re-grow is affected. 

The biological demand on each patch is determined by its biocapacity: 

 

     𝐵 = 𝑅𝑠 ∙ 𝑌𝐹 ∙ 𝐸𝑄𝐹                                                       [1] 

where YF is the yield factor and EQF the equivalent factor (same for all patches, see 

„Input Data‟ above). While most applied YF and EQF functions use hectares as a unit, 

we use the abundance of resources in each patch as our own particular unit; this is done 

in order to enhance B variability between patches, since all patches in our model have 

the same number of hectares.  
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1.7.3 Firms extract resources 

Firms impact on each patch through resource extraction. First, firms calculate the 

amount of resources to be extracted in the following time step based on the quantity of 

goods needed to meet the demand (note that firms use the demand data from the 

previous time step), labour (i.e. workforce) and the surplus resources available in their 

own current biomass reserve, obtained from previous extractions; BR permits each firm 

to cope with periods of excess of demand, due to temporal lags between resource 

extraction and good consumption by households, or when resources are depleted, thus 

allowing firms to sell goods available from their BR. Finally, firms calculate the amount 

of resources to be extracted (Re): 

                                                    𝑅𝑒 = (𝐷 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑐) − 𝐵𝑟                                                  [2] 

where D refers to households‟ demand, L to labour, c to a biomass conversion factor, 

and Br to the biomass reserve (in tons). Firms decrease their extraction efficiency (and, 

therefore, the amount of resources extracted) when the biomass stock in their current 

patch is lower than a critical resource threshold. This represents the increasing 

technological and capital difficulties of extracting resources with low stocks left, e.g. 

extracting unconventional oil requires a higher investment of capital and more 

developed technologies.  

1.7.4 Households compute good consumption, movement and energy input/outputs 

Households consume goods from the closest firm with lowest price (see „Firms 

compute price‟ below). The number of goods consumed at time t depends on each 

household‟s demand (D): 

𝐷 =
𝐻𝑐

(𝑃 ∙ 𝑣)
                                                                  [3] 

where Hc refers to households‟ total monetary capital, P refers to each firm‟s price and 

v is the accelerator effect. The accelerator effect is related to the GDP, where an 

increase of the latter enhances firms‟ capital investment. In the real-world, when there is 

an excess of demand, firms typically have two options: (i) to decrease demand by 
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raising prices, or (ii) to increase investment in capital goods to the level of demand. Due 

to the accelerator theory stating that firms typically choose to increase production – 

which enlarges capital stock and increases profits – our model only considers an 

increase of investments in good production by firms in order to meet demand. 

Therefore, the accelerator effect represents the adaption of firms to households‟ goods 

demand through increases/decreases in investments for good production. Thus, the link 

between household demand and firms‟ capital investments is what creates the 

accelerator effect and, together, drive a continued and exponential economic growth in 

our model. An example is given by the current increasing demand for capital goods (e.g. 

wind turbines) which is driven by the demand for consumer goods (e.g. renewable 

energies), this giving rise to the accelerator effect.  

In our model, firms try to predict the investment required (K) each time step in order to 

generate enough goods (and have them in stock) that are able to meet household 

demand (D). Thus: 

                                                          𝐾 =  𝐴𝐺𝐷𝑡−1 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝐹𝑐 ∙ 𝑀𝑐                                                [4] 

where AGD is the aggregate demand of goods by households regarding firm f, L is 

labour of firm f (as the number of employees working for firm f), Fc is the monetary 

capital of firm f, and Mc refers to extraction-demand correction mechanism. AGD 

considers the AGD trend over the past time steps. Thus, if the average AGD over the 

last time steps has been higher than the total average AGD since beginning of 

simulation, and if at least half of the highest AGD values have been computed during 

the last time steps, firms expect a higher household demand (D) for the following time 

step compared to the previous. MC is a mechanism computed by firms in order to 

improve on past failures regarding the prediction of future D; thus, if the D prediction of 

firm f the previous time step was not precise enough, i.e. more resources than finally 

demanded were actually extracted by firm f, this correction mechanism enables firm f to 

invest less capital in the following time step.  

Consumed goods provide households with energy based on an energy converter 

function, which states the energy units gained by households based on the amount of 

goods consumed. The accumulated energy is consumed by households every time step 
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through their metabolism. When a minimum amount of energy (exogenously set by the 

parameter birth required energy), age (set by minimum birth threshold), and monetary 

capital (set by capital-threshold) is reached, household reproduce. Households die if 

they run out of energy or reach a maximum age.  

Households perform a combined movement based on commuting distance weight and 

consumption distance weight. Thus, each household moves to the closest patch where 

the firm with the highest nominal wage and lowest price is located. Commuting and a 

shopping transport costs are charged to households.  

1.7.5 Firms compute price 

All firms sell the same type of good, yet each firm sets a specific price. The price (P) 

links the monetary flow and the physical output produced by firms, thus: 

                                                              𝑃 =  
𝐷 ∙ 𝑃𝑘

𝐵𝑟
                                                                 [5] 

being 𝐷 the demand on each firm by households,𝐵𝑟  the biomass reserve, and 𝑃𝑘  a 

speculation rate (see below). Households pay the corresponding price to firms, which is 

subtracted from their deposit accounts and transferred to firms‟ accounts. The firm 

offering the lowest price is placed at the top of a right-skewed distribution (showing 

price on the X Axis and demand in the Y axis), thereby being the one prioritized by 

households for consumption. Each firm has a maximum number of households to which 

it can sell goods to (i.e. every time step), thus preventing households to buy goods from 

the same firm (i.e. the one with the lowest price. Note that aminimum price and 

maximum price is exogenously set for all firms in order to ensure a control over the 

prices that households pay for consumption. In addition to this, households also 

prioritize those firms closer to their current location. 

1.7.6 Firms compute labour and finance 

Each firm computes capital-management in order to invest the monetary capital from its 

deposit-account in three different aspects, namely capital-wages (CW), capital-
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technological-progress (CTP) and capital-equipment-materials (CEM). The proportion 

of the deposit-account allocated for each of them is always less than 1. The remaining 

capital in the deposit account is kept by firms for potential business expansion processes 

(see „Business expansion‟). 

Firms compute productivity (p) as the effectiveness of productive effort measured in 

terms of the rate of output per unit of input: 

                                                               𝑝 =
𝐹𝑐𝑡

− 𝐹𝑐𝑡−1

𝐿
                                                        [6] 

where 𝐹𝑐 𝑡 − 𝐹𝑐 𝑡−1
 are the profits obtained from one year to the next one, and L refers to 

labour, i.e. the number of employees working for each firm. Productivity is computed 

by firms to calculate employees‟ nominal wages (see below). 

Each firm sets a nominal wage (𝑊𝑛), given by the function:  

                                                              𝑊𝑛  =  
𝑊𝑐 ∙ 𝐹𝑐

𝐿
                                                              [7] 

where 𝑊𝐶  refers to capital wage, i.e. the per cent value of total capital allocated for 

wages, 𝐹𝑐  to the firm‟s deposit account (i.e. monetary capital), and 𝐿to labour. For the 

sake of simplicity, it is assumed that all the employees working for the same firm earn 

the same wage, due to our interesting lying in the amount of capital allocated for wages 

instead of individual wages or wealth distribution. Nominal wages vary within a range 

established by an exogenously set minimum and maximum wage. Households work for 

the closest firm offering the highest wage. Each household receives a nominal wage in a 

time-step-basis in its deposit account.  

Each household considers working for another firm every month, thus households can 

either remain in the same firm during the entire simulation or change every several time 

steps. Firms with no employees perform a market analysis, in order to seek ways to 

attract more employees; this is represented in our model by firms moving to empty 

patches with high number of households in their surrounding patches. A transport cost 

is subtracted from each firm‟s deposit account during this process. Those firms with 
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zero labour that cannot find any empty patch (thus remaining in the same location) 

disappear from the simulation. Similarly, firms move to a new resource extraction point 

(patch) if the sum of the resource stock in their current land parcel and their biomass 

reserves is lower than those goods needed to meet household demand for one entire 

year. The new location is the empty patch (i.e. with no other firms) with highest stock of 

resources, for which a transport-cost is charged. If biomass reserves and resource stocks 

are depleted firms are go bankrupt.  

1.7.7 Banks compute finance 

The bank possesses two stocks of monetary capital: withdrawable capital (WC) and 

bank reserves (BR). The prior contains the amount of household deposits times the cash 

reserve ratio (from 2 to 100, depending on the banking system selected). The bank 

reserves contains the amount of money remaining, which in a 2% fractional reserve 

banking system would be 98% of household deposits, plus those credits repaid by firms 

to the commercial bank. In a full reserve banking system bank reserves only contains 

the credits repaid.  

The bank pays deposit interests to households in a time-step-basis. The money is 

transferred from the bank‟s reserves to households deposit accounts based on an interest 

rate. Thus, the commercial banks make profits due to the surplus generated from the 

difference between the total amount of interests on deposits paid to households and the 

total amount of interests on credits received from both firms and households. 

1.7.8 Firms borrow credits 

Under a credit-based-economy, each firm considers borrowing one credit from the bank 

if the mean deposit account from the previous time steps is higher than the current 

deposit account value. The amount borrowed is based on the capital needed to cover the 

expenses for one entire year (48 time steps), that is, the sum of CTP, CEM and CW. The 

credit is loaned in a time-step-basis for one entire year. 
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Those firms in debt with the bank start repaying the credit (with interest, following an 

exogenously set interest rate) when their current deposit account is equal or higher than 

the mean deposit account from the previous year. The full amount of credit, plus 

interests, are repaid in a time-step-basis to the bank‟s reserves. Under a credit-based 

economy, if firms are under an economic downturn but bank reserves are empty, firms 

go bankrupt and are removed from the simulation. 

1.7.9 Firms consider business expansion  

When each firm‟s deposit account is higher than a relative-wealth threshold, firms 

expand their business by creating one new firm in the closest patch with highest 

biomass stock – the mother firm is wealthy enough to select and secure a favourable 

niche for its new branch to start up. A transport-cost-new-extraction-point is charged to 

the new firm. Business expansion by firms is not directly funded using monetary capital 

from their deposit accounts, but rather by borrowing one credit from the commercial 

bank. This credit is used to cover the costs of transport and expanding their business, 

thus firms can keep investing in extracting more resources. Borrowed credits are repaid 

as above-explained.  

1.7.10 Speculators compute speculation 

Speculators purchase derivatives, i.e. instruments to bet on what price the asset will 

reach by a future date. Speculators have no hand in the sale of the commodity they are 

betting on, i.e. they are not the buyer (households) or the seller (firms). The rate of 

Ponzi speculation is a non-linear function of the rate of growth.  

                                                                𝑃𝑘 = 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑌                                                             [8] 

where 𝑘𝑔  is the Ponzi behaviour (i.e. economic growth rate) and Y the model output (i.e. 

goods produced per time step). Thus, price variability and speculation are related 

elements (see „Firms compute price‟ above), as well as speculation and GDP (i.e. 

growth rate). Based on Keen (2009), asset price inflation in euphoric economy phases 

creates a suitable context to make profits by trading assets on a rising market. In 
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particular, this gives rise to a class of speculators that Minsky called „Ponzi financiers‟. 

Thus, when price inflation reaches an exogenously set minimum threshold, the model 

„generates‟ speculator agents that start trading on financial assets. These speculators are 

willing to incur debts (i.e. speculators borrow credits from the bank). In particular, since 

they expect to be able to sell on the assets at a profit, speculators incur debts that exceed 

their capital at the time of borrowing credits. If credit interest rates overcome an 

exogenously set maximum threshold (note that the model includes an input function 

interests at a certain rate), speculators start selling the purchased assets in order to be 

able to repay their debts (see below). These assets are sold to those speculators with 

high monetary capital that are not yet interested in selling their assets, but willing to 

keep purchasing more. Therefore, simulations may include speculators with different 

financial situations. As a result, additional sellers enter the asset market, thus raising the 

prices in which the Ponzi financers depend.  

The sensitivity analysis performed showed that the values 25 and 50 of the critical-

biomass-stock parameter are critical thresholds regarding model outputs for natural 

resources and real GDP growth indicators. 

1.7.11 Firms and speculators repay credits 

Speculators and those firms in debt with the bank start repaying the credit (with interest, 

following an exogenously set interest rate) when their current deposit account is equal 

or higher than the mean deposit account from the previous year. The full amount of 

credit, plus interests, are repaid in a time-step-basis to the bank‟s reserves. Under a 

credit-based economy, if firms and speculators are under an economic downturn but 

bank reserves are empty, firms go bankrupt and are removed from the simulation. 

1.7.12 Government computes conservation policies  

The government agent computes various policies in order to halt resource depletion and 

avoid economic collapses (described in main text). 
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1.8 Sensitivity analysis 

A sensitivity analysis was performed on the critical-biomass-stock parameter to test the 

sensitivity (to this parameter) of „Real GDP growth‟ and „Natural resource stock‟ 

indicators. A set of predefined values were selected for the critical-biomass-stock 

parameter, and tested against the above-noted two indicators. These consisted of 12 

values almost uniformly sampled in the range [0, 100], i.e. {15, 25, 35, 45, 47.5, 50, 

52.5, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95}. Each critical-biomass-stock value (i.e. 12 in total) was run 100 

times – making a total of 1200 runs – which is considered a reasonable number of runs 

to generate valid and stable predictions in stochastic simulations (Ritter et al., 2011). 

As an example, Fig S2 shows a graphical representation of the sensitivity results 

obtained for the first six different critical-biomass-stockvalues from the list (i.e. 15, 25, 

35, 45, 47.5, 50), with regards to the „Natural resource stock‟ parameter. Note that the 

sensitivity results obtained for the values comprised between 50 and 100 (i.e. 52.5, 55, 

65, 75, 85, 95) are not included in Fig S2; this is because all of them showed positive 

increasing trends – similar, yet higher, to those regarding critical-biomass-stock 50.  

 

Figure B–1.2: Sensitivity analysis results for the „Natural resource stock‟ parameter. The numbers in the 

legend refer to the different critical-biomass-stock values analysed. Note that, contrary to the results in 

the main paper, no error bands are included here, thus each curve shows the mean value (per time step) 

from all the runs computed (i.e. 100 runs per critical-biomass-stock value). 
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The sensitivity analysis showed that both 25 and 50 critical-biomass-stock values are 

key thresholds for both „Natural resource stock‟ and „Real GDP growth‟ indicators, in 

comparison to the rest of critical-biomass-stockvalues. Thus, these two values are 

selected for the analysis performed in the Results section of the main paper. In 

particular, a critical-biomass-stock of 25 shows a sudden decline of both indicators after 

the time step 150 – including a relative stable (lower) decline from 150 to 225 time 

steps –, yet still both indicators end up collapsing. In contrast, the closer the critical-

biomass-stock values get to 50, the more positive (stable) trends are obtained. Thus, a 

critical-biomass-stock of 50 is the lowest value from which a continuous increasing 

trend (for both „Natural resource stock‟ and „Real GDP growth‟ indicators) is obtained.  

1. 9 Model calibration 

Model calibration was based on performing a comparative analysis between Keen‟s 

model (2009, 2010a) results and model outcomes from our ABM. The objective was to 

test the potential of our model to reproduce similar patterns to those from Keen‟s 

models. We used the results obtained from the fractional-reserve (with no government 

intervention) scenario: 

 Speculation 

Keen‟s (2009) Figure 10 shows that a far higher level of debt is accumulated with 

Ponzi speculation than without it, showing an increase of 100% in 50 years. As a 

result of this, the increasing debt level causes a complete economic downturn.  

Our results for the „Speculation rate‟ indicator show a similar pattern to Keen‟s rising 

speculation curve (see Ponzi finance (RHS), Figure 10, Keen (2009)). Note that our 

results show a drop in speculation during the period 150-200 (time steps), which 

does not appear in Keen‟s model. This is because Keen‟s (2009) model does not 

integrate an environmental system, including natural resource stocks, in which the 

economy depends. Thus, his model does not produce endogenous economic (and 

environmental) collapses, which is the reason why speculation decreases for a short 

period of time in our model. 
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 Debt and GDP  

Keen‟s (2010a) Figure 8 shows that, from 1932 until 1943 – i.e. the Great Depression 

– a collapse of the U.S. national GDP occurred. This collapse was followed by an 

economic boom, where the private debt to GDP ratio increased in 250% by 2010 

compared to 1943.  

Our results for the „Debt growth rate‟ indicator show matching patterns to that in 

Keen‟s Figure 8 (2010a). Thus, debt stocks increase over time, before an economic 

crunch hits the system – during the period 1932-1940 in Keen‟s Figure 8, and during 

the period 150-200 in our Figure 2 – followed again by an increase in debt due to a 

(temporal) recovery of the economy. With regard to GDP, our results partially align 

with Keen‟s Figure 8, yet – likewise speculation – our inclusion of environmental 

constraints to the economy enhance a continuous downturn of GDP after the 

economic crunch, while Keen‟s representation of the USA economy shows an 

increasing GDP trend after the Great Depression (until 2008, when the last economic 

crisis took place). The fact that our model does not show a continuous growth after 

the credit crunch could be due to our model not including the relationship between 

distant coupled SES, including distant economic-environmental links. Thus, real-

world economies, such as the U.S. economy, have access to multiple sources of 

energy and natural resources, i.e. from different countries, at different temporal and 

spatial scales; whereas our model only simulates the dynamics within one coupled 

SES. Due to this, the economy in our model has more limited access to natural 

resources (at least more than Keen‟s U.S. economy modelled), and this is why our 

model, in contrast to Keen‟s model, shows a decreasing trend for GDP after the 

economic downturn. 

 Monetary capital (firms, households and bank) 

Keen‟s (2010a) Figure 2 shows the results obtained for bank reserves (i.e. Bank 

Vault), firms‟ monetary capital (i.e. Firm Deposit) and households‟ monetary capital 

(i.e. Worker Deposit). These show increasing patterns over time, i.e. around 80 and 6 

millions of dollars in firm and household deposits, respectively, in 10 years. 
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Our results show matching patterns for most of the above-noted indicators during the 

entire simulation. For instance, both household and firm monetary capital in our 

model increases over time, until the economic downturn takes place. Keen‟s (2010a) 

Figure 2 shows, similarly – although with lower oscillations and variability – rising 

firm and worker (i.e. household) deposits. As previously discussed, the main 

difference among both models is the inclusion of environmental constraints in our 

ABM, thus speeding-up the decrease of firm‟ and households‟ monetary capital in 

our model (in contrast to Keen‟s model, which allows a continuous economic 

growth). With regard to the bank reserves (i.e. Bank Vault in Keen‟s model), our 

ABM and Keen‟s model show opposite trends. This is because, in our fractional-

reserve banking system, the bank has (almost) unlimited bank reserves allocated for 

credit lending, and the profits gained from the difference between household deposits 

(losses) and credit interests (gains) is higher than in Keen‟s model. Furthermore, 

Keen‟s model is a closed circuit, developed using system dynamics modelling and 

built under the Circuit Theory (Graziani, 1990). Here, the amount of money 

circulating in the economy is limited to the initial value set by the modeller.    

References – ODD Protocol ABM Chapter 3 

Keen, S. (2009). The “credit tsunami”: explaining the inexplicable with debt and 
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2.    ODD Protocol of ABM Chapter 4 

2.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the model is to explore the environmental and economic dynamics and 

relationships between investors (banks), palm oil companies, government and the 

environment in a SES representing the regions of Sumatra, Kalimantan and Papua in 

Indonesia. 

2.2 Entities, state variables and scales 

Agents: Firms, banks, government. 

Patches: Land-covers. 

See main paper for a detailed description of agents and patches.Figure B–2.1 shows a 

UML Class Diagram describing the model entities in detail.  
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Figure B–2.1: UML Class Diagram. Structure diagram showing the system‟s classes, their attributes, attribute values, functions/operations and relationship between classes 

Source: author. 
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2.3 Process Overview and Scheduling 

See main text. 

2.4 Design Concepts 

2.4.1 Basic Principles 

The main theories and concepts integrated in the model design are based on ecological 

macroeconomics, the Ecosystem Services Framework (ESF) and the Ecosystem 

Services Framework (ES). 

2.4.2 Emergence 

Model results are divided into two categories: „emergent’ – results that are expected to 

vary in complex ways when particular characteristics of agents or the environment 

change – and „built-in’– results that are tightly imposed by model rules, being these key 

drivers of emergent results. Examples of emergent results in our model include CPO 

production, firms‟ turnovers, opportunity costs, biodiversity, CO2 emissions, credits 

borrowed by firms (C); examples of „built in‟ results include CPO price, CPO price 

inflation, CPO demand, government expenditure (GB), protected areas, restored land.  

2.4.3 Adaptation 

Firms adapt to the environment, for instance by selecting the most suitable areas for 

CPO production or the right time to harvest FFB based on plantation age; firms‟ sales 

vary based on their CPO prices; firms borrow credits based on their own particular 

financial situation; firms are forced to carry out certain processes (e.g. invest in 

technological development) based on government policies.  
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2.4.4 Objectives 

The objective of banks and firms, as profit-seeking agents, are to increase their own 

revenues, unless otherwise stated by government policies under different scenarios (see 

„Data calibration and scenarios‟ below). The objective of the government is to 

implement conservation strategies in order to enhance environmental sustainability.  

2.4.5 Sensing 

Firms consider patches‟ state variables, such as the type of land cover or biodiversity, at 

the time of selecting the most suitable sites to create new oil palm plantations. 

2.4.6 Interaction 

Firms interact indirectly with each other during CPO selling processes to households, as 

well as for selecting the most suitable areas to create new oil palm plantations (scenario 

dependant). 

2.4.7 Collectives 

The government represents all the local, regional, national and international public 

bodies implementing conservation measures in Indonesia; the bank represents all the 

international banks lending credits to oil palm companies in Indonesia; households, 

which are not agents in our model, represent the global demand over Indonesian CPO.  

2.4.8 Observation 

Different environmental and economic indicators are computed to examine the 

sustainability of the SES (see Results in main text). 

2.4.9 Initialization 

The landscape is initialized to a random distribution of the land-covers. The primary, 

secondary, and forest-category patch parameters are initialized considering the total per 
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cent values of land currently covered by each layer in Indonesia. Initial biodiversity and 

AGB values are allocated based on the type of primary, secondary and forest land 

covers; biodiversity is also set based on the production- and conservation-potential 

value parameters. Firms are randomly assigned one oil palm plantation each, and have 0 

initial deposit account. CPO demand, inflation and price are initialized at the 

corresponding historical value in 2010. New protected areas, restored land, opportunity 

cost, credit (C) and government expenditure (GB) have 0 initial values.  

Calculation method for conservation potential values (CPV) 

Biodiversity in our model varies with the type of LUC taking place in each land-cover. 

Hence, the calculation of biodiversity values is based on three factors (i.e. partial 

conservation-value) affecting the conservation potential value per patch; namely (i) the 

initial land-cover at t, i.e. the type of land-cover before LUC takes place in each patch 

(Table S2), (ii) the (final) land-cover at t+ 1 (Table S2), and (iii) the type of LUC from t 

to t + 1 (Table S3).The biodiversity value of each land-cover each time step (CV) is the 

result of multiplying the biodiversity value at t-1 by the resulting value from 

multiplying the three partial-conservation potential values (i.e. i, ii and iii) (see equation 

[1] below). 

 

 𝐶𝑉 = 𝐶𝑃𝑉 𝑡 ∙ 𝐶𝑃𝑉 𝑡 + 1 ∙ 𝐶𝑃𝑉 (𝐿𝑈𝐶)                                                        (1) 

Calculation method for changes in AGB values 

Similarly to conservation-potential – yet following a different rationale – variation of 

above-ground biomass (AGB) values in our model is based on the impact of LUC in 

above-ground vegetated areas. AGB changes are driven only by the type of LUC 

occurring in each patch, not also by values at t and t+1 like biodiversity does; this is due 

to biodiversity in our model being a more complex variable (environmental asset) 

compared to AGB, thus being also affected by the type of land-cover prior and after 

LUC. Each time step, each patch multiplies its current AGB value by the values shown 

in Table S4.  
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2.5 Input Data 

See Table B–2.1 below for information about the empirical input data used during both 

scenario setup (initialization) and as time series input for the different model entities. 
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Table B–2.1: Entities included in the model, their state variables, units and values, dataset, and whether the variable is set during initialization (I) 

and/or time series input (TS). 

Entity State variable Description Variable type 
Value 

Dataset type 
Dataset 

source 

Set during I 

or TS 

 

Dispersers 

 

species 

 

Disperser species 

 

fox/badger 

    

patches  

(land-covers) 

primary-land-

cover 

 

Type of primary land cover 

 

 

string  

(14 types) 

see dataset External dataset OECD, 2016 I 

 secondary-

land-cover 

Type of secondary land 

cover 

String 

 (3 types) 

protected; plantation; 

semi-natural 

External dataset OECD, 2016 I 

 forest-category Type of forest category string  

(5 types); 

only for 

protected and 

semi-natural 

lowland; montane; 

heath; peat swamp‟ 

freshwater swamp 

Literature data + 

Expert 

Knowledge 

Budiharta et 

al. (2014) 

I 

 FFB Stock of Fresh Fruit 

Bunches (FBB), used to 

produce CPO.  

numeric see data Literature data + 

Expert 

Knowledge 

Wilmar (2017) I 

 FFB-growth-

rate 

FFB growth function numeric  0-1 Literature data + 

Expert 

Knowledge 

Wilmar (2017) TS 
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*
 N/A refers to those parameters whose values change due to internal model dynamics. 

 oil-palm-age Age of oil palm trees (only 

for oil palm plantation 

patches) 

numeric 0-25 Literature data Wilmar (2017) I + TS 

 production-

potential 

Land suitability for new oil 

palm plantations 

String 

 (4 grades) 

low; moderate; high; 

very high 

Literature data + 

Expert 

Knowledge 

Gingold et al. 

(2012) 

TS 

 AGB Vegetation cover (in tons 

patch-1). 

numeric see Dataset Source Literature data + 

Expert 

Knowledge 

Budiharta et 

al. (2014) 

I + TS 

 AGB-change-

function 

Rate at which AGB values 

change.  

numeric see Table S4 Expert 

Knowledge 

N/A
*
 TS 

 carbon Carbon stock (in t). numeric Convert AGB into C External dataset Krisnawati et 

al. (2015) 

I + TS 

 CO2 CO2 stock (converted from 

carbon). 

numeric 1ton C = 3.67 ton CO2 Expert 

Knowledge 

N/A TS 

 degradation-

category 

Grade of environmental 

degradation, used for 

degraded land restoration 

by the government 

numeric  

(4 grades), in 

AGB 

remaining 

light (61-100%); 

moderate (41-60%); 

high (21-40%); critical 

(0-20%) 

Literature data + 

Expert 

Knowledge 

Budiharta et 

al. (2014) 

TS 

 biodiversity Biodiversity value. numeric 0-1 External dataset Wilson et al. 

(2010) 

I 

 biod-change-

function 

Function computing 

changes on biodiversity 

values 

numeric See Tables S2-S3 and 

equations [8]-[9]  

Expert 

Knowledge 
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†
 All question marks in this table refer to any possible positive numeric value (i.e. < 0). 

 conservation-

potential 

Land suitability for being 

protected by the 

government  

String 

 (4 grades) 

See Tables S1-S2 Expert 

Knowledge 

N/A TS 

bank credit (C) Loans lent by the bank to 

firms 

numeric Between 733.67 and 

C = 86.126x – 172,457 

(„x‟ = model time step) 

(USD million) 

External dataset Forest and 

Finance (2016) 

TS 

 interest-rate Interest on credits, set by 

banks to make revenues. 

numeric 0.02 External dataset World Bank 

(2016) 

I + TS 

 transaction-

account 

Monetary capital 

accumulated by banks 

(difference between sum of 

credits lent and credits + 

interests repaid by firms to 

the bank) 

numeric  0-?
†
 N/A N/A TS 

firms CPO Stock of CPO produced by 

firms 

numeric 0-? External dataset 

+ Expert 

Knowledge 

Indonesia 

Investments 

(2016) 

I + TS 

 CPO-price CPO price set by firms numeric 228-700 (USD) External dataset Investing 

(2017) 

I+TS 
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‡ Note that neither employees nor households are agents in this model, but functions affecting the deposit accounts of firms by reducing and increasing their 

monetary capital, thus simulating wage payments and gains from CPO sales, respectively. 

 firm-deposit-

account 

Monetary capital 

accumulated by firms 

numeric ? External dataset 

+ Expert 

Knowledge 

Indonesia 

Investments 

(2016) 

I+TS 

 debt Monetary capital owed by 

each firm to the bank. 

numeric ? N/A N/A TS 

 tech-

development 

Monetary capital invested 

by firms on technological 

development 

numeric 0-100% Expert 

Knowledge 

N/A TS 

 other-expenses Monthly expenditure of 

firms regarding wages
‡
 and 

other expenses related to 

CPO production. 

numeric  0-100% Expert 

Knowledge 

N/A TS 

government budget Government budget 

(expenditure) allocated for 

conservation purposes. 

numeric 500-1250 

(USD million) 

Literature data (Budiharta et 

al., 2014) 

I 

 policy-1 Firms to prioritize 

increasing production 

efficiency in existing 

plantations, instead of 

expanding plantations 

string N/A Expert 

knowledge 

N/A TS 
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 policy-2 Firms to create new 

plantations solely in 

degraded lands.  

string N/A Expert 

knowledge 

N/A TS 

 policy-3 Restoration of degraded 

land. 

string N/A Expert 

knowledge 

N/A TS 

 policy-4 Enlargement of the 

protected area network 

string N/A Expert 

knowledge 

N/A TS 

        
global opportunity-

cost 

The loss of potential future 

profits from CPO 

production due to land 

protection. 

numeric ? N/A N/A I + TS 

 CPO-demand Function showing the 

overall global CPO 

demand. 

discrete 

number 

17-40 (million tons) External dataset Gran View 

Research 

(2017) 

I 

 carbon-price Price of one ton of carbon discrete 

number 

? Literature data Maulidia 

(2014) 

I 
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2.6 Submodels 

2.6.1. Scenario selection 

The observer selects the scenario to be explored in each simulation (see main text). 

2.6.2. Households compute CPO demand 

Households – which are not agents in this model – compute CPO demand, which is 

updated every time step based on input data (see Table B–2.1). The overall demand is 

disaggregated at the firm level, thus each firm computing its own CPO demand every 

time step. Here, the firm offering the lowest price is placed at the top of a right-skewed 

distribution (showing price on the X Axis and demand in the Y axis), thereby being the 

one prioritized by households/consumers. The price corresponding to the amount of 

CPO sold by each firm every time step is allocated to the firm‟s deposit account. 

2.6.3. Banks compute credit lending 

Firms borrow credits from banks in a yearly basis, regardless of the profits obtained the 

previous year, in order to cover the operating costs of CPO production for the coming 

year, i.e. wages, daily expenditures. The amount borrowed by each firm is dependant to 

the particular financial situation of each firm.  

2.6.4. Firms compute finance 

Firms calculate the mismatch existing between the previous and current year regarding 

costs of producing CPO. If additional capital needed, firms borrow further credits from 

the bank until the amount needed is reached. 
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2.6.5. Banks compute credit lending 

Banks lend credits to firms, thus helping the latter to meet the above-noted financial 

mismatches. 

2.6.6. Firms compute resource extraction 

Every month, firms harvest fresh fruit bunches (FFB) from their owned plantations. 

Those plantations with trees in their peak production (7-18 years) are prioritized; if each 

firm is able to meet its corresponding CPO demand by just harvesting FFB from peak 

production plantations, no further harvesting is needed. Otherwise, firms extract FFB 

from plantations between 19-25 years, followed by those under 3-8 years. The amount 

of resources to be extracted by each firm is given by: 

     𝑅𝑒 = 𝑌 ∗ 𝐶                                                    [1] 

Where Re refers to the amount of resources extracted by each firm every time step, Y is 

the output (in tons) needed to meet the CPO demand, and C is a biomass conversion 

factor. 

2.6.7. Firms compute CPO price and sales 

Firms set a price (P), based on a combination of historical data (hp) and predicted data 

(pp), as well as other firms‟ prices (op). In particular, firms calculate the average price 

value among these three factors, each of which receives a different weight, being 

historical data (𝛼 = 50%) the most relevant, followed by predicted (𝛽 = 30%) and other 

firms‟ prices (𝛾 = 20%). See „(i) Households compute CPO demand above‟ for further 

information on prices.  

                                              𝑃 =  𝛼 ℎ𝑝 ∗  𝛽 𝑝𝑝 ∗  𝛾 𝑜𝑝                                                   [2] 
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2.6.8. Firms compute credit repayment 

If firms have no sufficient monetary capital to cover the monthly credit repayment to the 

bank, further credits are borrowed from the bank – summing up to double the amount of 

the monthly debt owed by the firm. Otherwise, firms pay back the monthly debt, with 

interests, with their current monetary capital. Note that, because the bank agent in our 

model represents all the financial entities lending credits to palm oil companies in 

Indonesia, firms unable to repay their debt would borrow credits from a second bank in 

order to cover the debt with the prior bank (yet in our model this occurs within the same 

bank). 

2.6.9. Firms compute business expansion 

Firms expand their business, i.e. create one new firm elsewhere in the model, if their 

current income is double compared to the previous year; note that, as explained in the 

calibration process (see „Data evaluation‟ below), firms create new plantations, yet no 

new firms, as part of the process of business expansion. The selection of suitable areas 

for new firms is based upon the land covers‟ production potential (PP), conservation 

potential (CP) and land availability (LA), i.e. with no other firms there. PP and CP 

determine the environmental and palm oil production yield values of each land-cover, 

respectively. Each land-cover computes one CP value – based on biodiversity and 

carbon stocks – and one PP value – based on palm oil yield – every time step by 

following a matrix approach, which means that not only the values from the actual patch 

are considered, but also the values from the surrounding patches (i.e. buffer zone). In 

particular, PP and CP values are classified as „very high‟ (0.75-1), „high‟ (0.5-0.75), 

„moderate‟ (0.25-0.5) or „low‟ (0-0.25) – given by expert-based qualitative conversion 

probability assignments. Each patch therefore computes the average value (between 0-

1) every time step regarding its PP, CP and LA values, as well as the ones from the 

surrounding patches (note that, while PP and CP show values within 0 and 1, LA is a 

binomial parameter showing 1 for available land-covers and 0 for non-available). This 

final value computed by each patch is known as the conversion probability value. The 

land-cover with the highest conversion probability value is the one finally selected by 

the firm to have the new plantation. Moreover, CP and PP parameters regarding each 
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land-cover are given a unique weight varying from scenario to scenario. Thus, the final 

conversion (C) to plantation value for each land cover is given by: 

 𝐵𝐴𝑈 → 𝐶 =   𝛼 𝑃𝑃 ∙  𝛽 𝐶𝑃 ∙ 𝐿𝐴 ;     𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 0.1                                                          [3] 

  𝑅𝐵𝐿 → 𝐶 =   𝛼 𝑃𝑃 ∙  𝛽 𝐶𝑃 ∙ 𝐿𝐴 ;     𝛼 = 0.1, 𝛽 = 1                                            [4] 

  𝑅𝐶𝐸 → 𝐶 =   𝛼 𝑃𝑃 ∙  𝛽 𝐶𝑃 ∙ 𝐿𝐴 ;     𝛼 = 0.3, 𝛽 = 0.7                                        [5] 

  𝑆𝐹 → 𝐶 =    𝛼 𝑃𝑃 ∙  𝛽 𝐶𝑃 ∙ 𝐿𝐴 ;       𝛼 = 0.7, 𝛽 = 0.7                                         [6] 

2.6.10. Banks compute credit lending 

If firms do not have enough monetary capital for business expansion, they borrow 

credits from the bank equal to the amount needed to cover such expenses, i.e. one tenth 

of the monetary capital from five years ago.  

2.6.11. Patches compute age and resource extraction 

Each oil palm plantation land-cover computes an age function, being 0 the starting age 

and 25 the maximum age (i.e. maximum commercial lifespan, after which the trees are 

cut down by firms). One time step corresponds to one month, thus after 12 time steps 

each oil palm patch is one year older than the previous time step. Furthermore, each oil 

palm land-cover has a FFB stock, which increases or decreases based on both growth 

and extracting forces affecting it; while the extraction forces are given by the amount of 

FFB needed by the firm owning this patch to meet CPO demand, the FFB growth rate is 

given by a resource growback function (see [3]) 

2.6.12. Patches compute indicators 

Each patch, regardless of its land-cover type, computes both biodiversity (B) and carbon 

stock (CS) functions (the latter calculated from the amount of AGB). The following 

rationale refers to biodiversity, yet it can be applied to CS also: 
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Biodiversity values for each land-cover type varies and is updated every time step 

following equations [7] and [8] below, in which B(t) decreases/increases with the 

proportion of habitat destroyed/restored (𝐷𝑅)  in each patch and in its surrounding 

(neighbour) patches (𝐷𝑅𝑛), based on the type of LUC (see Figure S3 for a conceptual 

illustration). 𝐷𝑅𝑛  refers to those target-neighbours (𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛 ) that are protected, semi-

natural or palm oil plantations; thus, each patch only calculates the average 𝐷𝑅 value 

(𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛 ) regarding its target-neighbours. If no target-neighbours present, the patch 

increases its radius until any target-neighbours become present. The aim of including 

𝐷𝑅𝑛 in equation [8] is to integrate the impact on biodiversity of habitat destruction and 

restoration taking place in the surrounding areas. 

                          𝐵(𝑡) = 𝐵(𝑡 − 1) ∙ (𝐷𝑅 ∙ 𝐷𝑅𝑛)                               [7] 

                                                    𝐷𝑅𝑛 = 𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛                      [8] 

 

Calculation method for habitat destruction-restoration (DR) values  

Computation of DR-values per patch is based on three factors: the effect on biodiversity 

of (i) the type of LUC from t to t + 1 (see Table B–2.3 for the values), (ii) the initial 

land-use at t (Table S2), and (iii) the (final) land-use at t+ 1 (see TablesB–2.2 and B–2.4 

for the values). As an example, one semi-natural patch with high biodiversity and one 

oil palm plantation with low biodiversity – both being converted to protected areas – 

will show different biodiversity values during the entire LUC process until they become 

fully protected. This is due to these two patches having different initial biodiversity 

states based on their initial (t) land-use. Similarly, the final land-use (t+1) and the type 

of LUC would affect both biodiversity values. Figure B–2.2 below shows an illustration 

for DR calculation.  
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Figure B–2.2: Representation of nine NetLogo patches in our model. The patch in 

the center computes its own 𝐷𝑅 -value and the average 𝐷𝑅 -value from their 

surrounding target-neighbours (DRn). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

semi-natural 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

semi-natural 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

protected area 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

protected area 
𝑫𝑹 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

oil palm 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

protected area 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

oil palm 

𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛  

oil palm 

Table B–2.2: Initial (t) and final (t+1) partial-conservation potential values (CPV). 

Primary land-cover classes CPV (t) and (t+1) 

protected area (PA) 1.25 

available semi-natural (SN) 1 

oil-palm plantation (OPP) 0.5 

other land-cover (OLC) N/A 

High values refer to high conservation potential value. Note that other land-covers, yet 

represented in the model, do not affect biodiversity (nor AGB values below). 
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Table B–2.3:Partial-conservation potential values(CPV) for 

each LUC type. 

Type of LUC CPV (LUC) 

PAPA 2 

OPPPA 1.85 

SNPA 1.3 

OPPSN 1.25 

SNSN 1 

PASN 0.70 

SNOPP 0.5 

PAOPP 0.25 

OPPOPP 0.01 

Partial-conservation potential values range from 0 (low potential for 

protection) to 2 (high potential). This range (0-2) is larger than the 

one from Table S2 HQ range (0.75-1.25), since we give a higher 

weight to the type of LUC – compared to the initial and final land-

cover states – in terms of affecting biodiversity in our model.  

Table  B–2.4: AGB values calculation method. 

Type of LUC AGB multiplier 

OPPPA 1.50 

OPPSN 1.45 

SN PA 1.30 

SN A PA 1.10 

PAPA 1.10 

SNSN 1 

PA SN 0.97 

SNSN 0.95 

SN OPP 0.85 

PA OPP 0.50 
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2.6.13. Government computes policies 

The government computes different policies and invests public money to enhance 

conservation of biodiversity and decrease carbon emissions/increase carbon stocks. The 

selection of these policies varies from scenario to scenario, thus affecting firms‟ 

decision-making and model outcomes. The policies implemented by the government are 

aimed at: 

 

(i) increasing CPO production efficiency on existing plantations by investing in 

technological development; and/or 

(ii) reducing the number of new oil palm plantations created in areas with high 

biodiversity and/or carbon stocks, thus prioritizing the use of degraded lands for 

this purpose. 

 

Similarly, the government can allocate part of its budget (GB) for: 

 

(iii) restoring degraded land; and/or 

(iv) increase the number of protected areas. 

 

The government budget is reduced every time new areas are protected or restored, thus 

representing compensation payments for those companies managing commercial 

plantations in restored or protected areas. The selection of those land-covers to be 

restored is based on the grade of degradation in descending order; thus we follow 

Budiharta et al. (2014) regarding the maximum AGB (in per cent values) that needs to 

be present in each land-cover in order to be considered „critically degraded‟ (0%-20% 

AGB remaining), „highly degraded‟ (21%-40% AGB remaining), „moderately 

degraded‟ (41%-60% AGB remaining) or „lightly degraded‟ (61%-100% AGB 

remaining).Similarly, areas to be protected are selected based upon the conservation 

potential of each land-cover – which establishes the environmental value of each land-

cover and, therefore, the potential to be (un)protected – going from higher to lower 

conservation potential. Finally, the financial opportunity cost of CPO production is 

calculated at the national level based on the revenue foregone from CPO production as a 

consequence of restoration and protected area creation. 
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2.7 Data evaluation and scenarios 

Model calibration was used to determine the values for Credits (C), Government Budget 

(GB) and number of firm agents modelled under the BAU scenario; note that the 

calibration results were thereafter used to set and optimize the other three scenarios 

(explained at the end of this section). 

First, an inverse calibration was performed to select the number of firm agents in the 

simulation, due to lack of available data on the number of oil palm companies present in 

Indonesia. Thus, our calibration process consisted on using data on palm oil production 

(2008-2015) (see Table B–2.1) to optimize the number of firm agents necessary to fit 

CPO production in our model with historic data. While the initial idea was each firm 

agent to represent a homogeneous group of mills, refineries and farmers, this 

assumption overshoot the number of firms in the simulation and thus enhanced meteoric 

and unrealistic CPO production trends (see „non-calibrated‟ curve, Figure B–2.3), 

compared to historic data (see „historic data‟, Figure B–2.3). Therefore, we considered 

that firms would rather represent both national and international investment groups (i.e. 

forest-risk groups) financing CPO production in Indonesia; examples of these groups 

are shown in Forest and Finance (2016). As a result, the initial number of firms was 

reduced to 16, which helped aligning CPO production in our simulations with historic 

data (see „calibrated‟ curve, Figure S4). In brief, the calibration process enabled us to 

realize that the problem was conceptual (in terms of the idea/concept of a „firm‟), rather 

than the number of firms itself. Note that, despite the number of firm agents being a 

fixed parameter, the number of palm oil plantations changes over the simulation period. 

Regarding Credits (C) parameter, a direct calibration was performed through available 

historic data from the Forest and Finance (2016) web tool. This dataset is part of a 

growing campaign targeting investors and financial institutions that finance companies 

implicated in tropical deforestation in the Asia Pacific region. Various field search 

functions within this tool permit comprehensive assessments into how companies linked 

to rainforest destruction are financed by the world‟s biggest banks. The tool shows the 

impact on deforestation of different financial assets; while initially all of them were 

selected (i.e. bond issuances, bondholding, corporate loans, revolving credit facilities, 
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share issuances, shareholding) these included speculative and other types of investments 

that are not directly involved in the processes of FFB harvesting and CPO production 

themselves. As a result, simulation results for Credits showed lower trends (see 

„Simulated results‟ curve, Figure B–2.4) compared to historic data (see „All financial 

assets‟, Figure S5). Moreover, the over inclusion of financial assets enhanced unrealistic 

CPO production values. Therefore, we decided to solely consider „corporate loans‟ and 

„revolving credit facilities‟ as historic data – among all financial assets – as these are 

directly used by oil palm companies for CPO production. Thereafter, the alignment 

between model results and historic data was improved (see „Corporate loans and 

revolving credit facilities‟ curve, Figure S5). 

The last parameter to be (inversely) calibrated was Government Budget (GB). The lack 

of available historic data on government investments for conservation purposes was 

substituted by using literature data sources, mainly from Budiharta et al. (2014). Thus, 

we tested the impact of different GB values used in Budiharta et al. (2014) on protected 

area expansion, which is one of the two processes (together with restoration of degraded 

land) driven by GB investments in our model. In particular, GB values varying between 

a minimum (500 USD million) and maximum (1250 USD million) values were 

integrated in our model to explore their effect on protected area expansion. Initially, the 

number of protected areas simulated (see „non-calibrated‟ curve, Figure B–2.5) was not 

aligned with historic data (see „historic data‟ curve, Figure Figure B–2.5), since it would 

only simulate non-dynamic steady state trends. By integrating one random variable we 

increased stochasticity in our model, thus enhancing GB value oscillation between the 

above-noted minimum and maximum GB values under RBL and RCE scenarios (see 

„calibrated‟ curve, Figure S6). 
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Figure B–2.3: Historic, non-calibrated and calibrated trends for CPO production parameter, which is 

used to indirectly calibrate the number of firms. 

 

 

Figure B–2.4. Corporate loans and revolving credit facilities (i.e. calibrated), all financial assets and 

simulated results regarding the direct calibration of Credits (C).  
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Figure B–2.5. Historic, non-calibrated and calibrated trends for protected areas parameter. 
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3.  ODD Protocol of ABM Chapter 5 

3.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the model is to study the impact of different future land-use scenarios on 

biodiversity and ecosystem services 8ES) (carbon sequestration and sugarcane 

production) in the Wet Tropics NRM Region, Queensland, Australia.  

3.2 Entities, state variables and scales 

See main text.Figure B–3.1 shows the UML class diagram for the ABM. 

3.3 Process Overview and Scheduling 

See main text. 
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Figure B–3.1: UML Class Diagram. Structure diagram showing the system‟s classes, their attributes, attribute values, functions and relationship between classes.
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3.4 Design Concepts 

3.4.1 Basic Principles 

Our model is based on the „land-sharing versus land-sparing' framework. This 

theoretical context is empirically and spatially applied through an integrated and hybrid 

ABM combining BBNs, GIS, empirical data and expert knowledge.  

3.4.2. Emergence 

The model produces two main outputs: emergent (i.e. landscape configurations: 

spatially-explicit results) and „built-in‟ (graphical-empirical results: sugarcane, carbon 

sequestration and biodiversity indicators). 

3.4.3. Adaptation 

SV-values state the potential of each land-use to change to another land-use, based on 

GIS, BBNs and expert knowledge. PG-agents’ movement therefore represents the 

indirect adaptation of agents to policies driving LUC at the landscape level.  

3.4.4. Objectives 

The objective of each PG-agent is to compute LUCs. PG-agents use specific criteria for 

LUC decision-making, where PGp-agents can only convert Apto AaorAd; PGd-agents 

Adto AaorAp; and PGmr-agentsAato AporAd. 

3.4.5. Sensing 

BBNs represent the link between patches and PG-agents, thus providing essential 

information for PG-agents‟ LUC decision-making as patch variables. Each patch type 

(i.e. Aa, Ap, Ad.) computes a different BBN, which varies based on the land-use type and 

scenario, thus being nine BBNs in total.  
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3.4.6. Interaction 

PG-agentsdirectly interact with patches through LUCs; PG-agents indirectly interact 

(compete) between them, thus each PG-agent being influenced by the LUC computed 

by other PG-agents.  

3.4.7. Stochasticity 

Stochasticity is avoided during model setup and initialization by initial values and 

scenarios being based on spatially explicit data. Model simulations, however, integrate 

stochasticity through PG-agents‟ LUC decision-making. In particular, the PR-value 

computed by each PG-agent helps to make sense of the probabilities obtained from the 

BBNs (i.e. SV-values). From a policy-making perspective, this represents the fact that 

the most suitablepolicies are not always those finally implemented, for different 

reasons.  

3.4.8. Collectives 

PG-agents conceptually represent collective forces (policies) at the landscape level 

driving development of land for agriculture (PGd), creation of new protected areas 

(PGp) and maintenance of existing uses of available grassland and forest lands, plus 

restoration (PGmr).  

3.4.9. Observation 

Different environmental and production indicators are computed to examinelandscape 

sustainability in the Wet Tropics NRM Region. Output spatial landscape configurations 

for each scenario are also analysed.  

3.5 Initialization 

The initial composition of the model is largely based on data and land cover proxies.  

Tables B–3.1, B–3.2 and B–3.3 show the patch, agent and global parameter names and 
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descriptions. Following these tables, the initialization processes computed during model 

„Setup‟ stage are described. 

 

Table B–3.1: Patch (land-uses) variable names and descriptions. Scale: Field/farm. 

 

Variable name Brief description 

LU Land-use type 

conservation-value Potential conservation value (GIS layer) 

potential-sugarcane Potential sugarcane production value (GIS layer) 

rainfall Rainfall value (in mm) (GIS layer) 

max-potential-biomass Maximum potential above-ground biomass value (GIS layer) 

potential-forestry 
Potential value for hardwood and softwood plantation forestry (GIS 

layer) 

potential-pasture-

production 

Potential value for intensive livestock and pasture biomass production 

areas (GIS layer) 

potential-residential-

supply 

Potential value for urban, industrial and services development (GIS 

layer) 

potential-horticulture 
Potential value for annual and perennial horticulture production (GIS 

layer) 

SVp Land protection suitability value (obtained from BBNs) 

SVa Land restoration suitability value (obtained from BBNs) 

SVd Land development suitability value (obtained from BBNs) 

DR Habitat destruction/restoration value  

B Biodiversity value 

mill-area Mill area corresponding to each patch 

S Sugarcane yield (in t) value 

C Carbon sequestration (in t) value 

CC Carbon sequestration change value 
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Table B–3.2: PG-agent variable names and descriptions. Scale: Regional/landscape. 

 

Variable name Brief description 

PR-value Probability value. Computes a random-float number between 0-1 

 

 

 

Table B–3.3: Global (observer) variable names and descriptions. Scale: 

Regional/landscape 

 

 

Variable name Brief description 

𝛼 Strength (magnitude) of extinction debt 

ED Extinction debt 

𝑆𝑣  Sugarcane monetary value (AUD) 

𝐶𝑣  Carbon sequestration monetary value (AUD) 

scenario Business As Usual (BAU), Land-Sparing (LSP), Land-Sharing (LSH) 
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3.5.1 Importing GIS layers into NetLogo 

The initial values for most of the parameters modelled are obtained from both empirical 

external datasets (see Table B–3.4) and input GIS layers (see Table B–3.5). Considering 

that the spatial environment in NetLogo is in essence raster-based, NetLogo establishes 

a unitary data processing platform in order to import vector-based files (shapefiles) 

(Liu, 2015) - such as our baseline land-use map. This is performed by transferring the 

properties of all the geographical vector features to the NetLogo raster-based “world” 

(Liu, 2015). Thus, the properties (attributes) of the vector files are copied to the 

properties of the NetLogo patches in order to be able to conduct data computation in the 

environment of NetLogo. In order to avoid issues related to GIS polygon features 

intersecting within one ABM patch, NetLogo checks two reference values for the 

percentage of a patch‟s area (squares in Figure B–3.2) being covered by a polygon 

(black bold line, Figure B–3.2): the minimum threshold value (by default 10 per cent) 

and the maximum threshold value (by default 33 per cent) (Liu, 2015). If the total 

percentage of a patch‟s area covered by the polygon is less than the minimum threshold 

value (Number 3, Figure B–3.2), this patch will be regarded as not covered by any 

polygons and no property values of it will be copied (i.e. NA). If there is only one 

polygon covering a percentage of area greater than the maximum threshold value 

(Number 1, Figure B–3.2), then this patch will be treated as covered by this polygon 

and its properties will be copied to the patch. However, if there is more than one 

polygon taking up a percentage of area greater than the maximum threshold value 

(Number 2, Figure B–3.2), the properties of this patch will be the same as properties of 

the first polygon rather than the others.  
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§
 Those values obtained from GIS layers (e.g. 1-10 for potential-B) show either the values from the original source (e.g. Rainfall) or those values obtained after merging two 

or more GIS layers (e.g. potential-grazing). 

Table B–3.4: Initial values for model parameters. 

 

Variable 

name 

Initial value
§
 Notes Variable 

name 

Initial value Notes 

LU Types of land uses: protected area, 

semi-natural area (native pasture and 

production forestry), sugarcane land, 

forestry area, pasture, horticulture, 

other cropping, water body, 

residential area, other industrial areas 

[see (44)] 

N/A potential-

forestry 

2 (very high) - 22 (very low) 

 

[see GIS layer (54)] 

Clustered using the 

JNBO method 

potential-B 1 (very low) - 10 (very high), 

clustered into „high‟, „moderate‟, 

„low‟  

[see GIS layer (45)] 

GIS values are clustered into 

different categories based on 

the „Jenks Natural Breaks 

Optimization‟ (JNBO) 

method  

potential-

pasture-

production 

1 (very high) - 13 (very low)  

 

[see GIS layer (55)] 

Clustered using the 

JNBO method 
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potential-S 1 (very high) - 13 (very low), 

clustered into „high‟, „moderate‟, 

„low‟ 

[see GIS layer (52)] 

Clustered using the JNBO 

method 

potential-

residential 
1 (timeframe 0-2 years), 2 

(timeframe 2-5 years), 3 

(timeframe 5-10 years), 4 

(timeframe > 10 years) 

[see GIS layer (56)] 

The timeframes refer 

to the number of years 

that is expected to take 

for each patch to be 

converted into urban, 

industrial or other 

services. The lower the 

year, the sooner the 

patch is artificialized. 

Rainfall 0 – 7419 (mm), clustered into 12 

categories  

[see GIS layer (53)] 

Clustered using the JNBO 

method 

potential-

horticulture 

1 (very high) - 5 (very low)  

[see GIS layer (57)] 

Clustered using the 

JNBO method 

SVp 0 – 1 

Imported probability from BBNs  
Clustered using the JNBO 

method 

mill-area Mossman, Tableland, Mulgrave, 

Innisfail, Tully, Herbert River 

Clustered using the 

JNBO method 

SVa 0 – 1 

Imported probability from BBNs  
Clustered using the JNBO 

method 

S 
Mossman = 74.27t/ha; Tableland = 

96.01t/ha; Mulgrave = 82.48 t/ha; 

Innisfail = 72.87 t/ha; Tully = 

76.41t/ha; Herbert River = 

73.99t/ha  

[see (50)] 

A sugar production 

function per hectare is 

computed for each 

mill-area based on 

data from the 

Canegrowers Report 

for the period 2006-

2014(50). 
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SVd 0 – 1 

Imported probability from BBNs  
Clustered using the JNBO 

method 

Sv Normally distributed value 

(mean = 64.04; sd = 5.280091) 

Data for the period 

2016-2017 comes 

from QLD (51). The 

price, is a normally 

distributed random 

floating point number 

with a mean of 64.04 

and a standard 

deviation of 5.280091. 

Values for the period 

2018-2020 are based 

on expert opinion. 

DR ApAp = 0.01;         ApAd = 2.18 

ApAa = 0.94;         AdAa = 0.81   

AdAp = 0.23;         AdAd = 2.50 

AaAd = 1.62;         AaAa = 0.90 

AaAp = 0.37 

 

 

See„Habitat destruction-

restoration (DR) values 

calculation method‟ for a 

description on the 

calculation method for DR-

values. 

C 
48 (very low) - 621 (very high) 

[see GIS layer (49)] 

Clustered using the 

JNBO method 

B 0-2 

[see GIS layer (45)] 
Clustered using the JNBO 
method 

PGp-agent 10 
N/A 

ED 0 
N/A PGmr-agent 10 

N/A 

𝛼  BAU = 0.15 

LSH = 0.20 

LSP = 0.22 

See below „Strength 

(magnitude) of the extinction 

debt (habitat destruction – 

biodiversity loss 

relationship)‟ for a 

description on the 

PGd-agent 10 
N/A 
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calculation method. 

Cv 24.15 AUD/t 
Price corresponding to the 

2013-2014 financial year. 

PR-value 0 N/A 

CC Ad  Ap = 1.50;         Ap  Aap = 

0.97 

Ad  Aap = 1.45;       Aap Aap = 

0.95 

Aag  Ap = 1.30;       Ap  Aag = 

0.90 

Ad  Aag = 1.20;       Aag  Ad = 

0.85 

Aap  Ap = 1.10;      Aap  Ad = 

0.70 

Ap Ap = 1.10;        Ap  Ad = 

0.50 

Aag Aag = 1 

N/A 
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Table B–3.5: Imported GIS layers into NetLogo 

                                                           

**
GIS categories (representing those from GIS attribute tables) are computed as patch variables in NetLogo. 

GIS layer Description Categories
** 

GIS layer 
Reference 

(from main paper) 

Potential 

Conservation Areas 

Biodiversity conservation prioritisation areas, showing projections for 2055. GIS 

layer built based on species distribution models, which incorporate baseline 

climate data (1976 to 2005) and future climate projections. See (54) for a more 

detailed description of the data building process.  

High 

Moderate 

Low 

NA 
 

(45) 

Above-ground 

Biomass 

Maximum Potential Above-Ground Biomass (scale of 1 to 25), produced from a 

Forest Productivity Index which was obtained from a productivity model. It uses 

monthly climate data, solar radiation and a leaf area index. The following factors 

were not taken into account: site disturbances, age of forest, plus the index values 

do not show a linear relationship with biomass.  

Very Low 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Very High  

(48) 

Potential Agricultural 

Areas 

Potential areas for sugarcane production, built merging „Important Agricultural 

Areas‟, „Agricultural Land Classification‟ and „Potential Sugarcane‟ GIS layers. 

High 

Moderate 

Low 

NA 
 

(52) 
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Annual Average 

Rainfall 
Distribution of average annual rainfall values in millimetres (mm) 1 (very low)- 

12 (very high) 

 

(53) 

Potential Plantation 

Forestry Areas 

Areas with potential for hardwood and softwood plantation forestry, identified by 

the DAFF Qld Agricultural Land Audit (2013). Land shown as having potential 

includes agricultural land class A, class B and class C that has slope less than 25 

per cent and rainfall greater than 700-800 mm for 7 out of 10 years. Excludes: land 

that is urban, intensive use (such as mining), national park, managed by the 

Department of Defence or permanently under water as well as land that has 

cracking clay soils.   

Very Low 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Very High  

(54) 

Potential Grazing 

Areas 

Merged dataset of potential intensive livestock and potential pasture biomass 

production areas. The land was assumed to have potential for intensive animal 

industries and to be in good condition (GLM class A), respectively. The prior 

includes land class A and class B, while the latter is calculated using the GRASP 

model of pasture biomass production. Both layers exclude production from land 

that is urban, intensive use (such as mining), national park, state forest, managed 

by the Department of Defence or permanently under water.  

Very Low 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Very High  

(55) 

Potential Residential 

Areas 

Dataset showing potential development areas for the Wet Tropics. The regional 

plan outlines Priority Development Areas (PDA) declared by the state government 

to facilitate the development of land in Queensland for economic development or 

community purposes. Dataset shows priority areas to expand urban areas 

organized in periods of years (1-5 etc).  

Very Low 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Very High 
 

(56) 
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Potential Horticulture 

Areas 

Merged dataset of potential annual and perennial horticulture. Land shown has 

having potential includes: land of agricultural class A and class B with slope less 

than 8 per cent and a maximum of 500mm of rainfall from April to October. 

Excludes: land that is urban, intensive use, national park, state forest, managed by 

the Department of Defence or permanently under water. 

Very Low 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Very High 
 

(57) 
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Figure B–3.2: Representation of NetLogo patches (squares) and a GIS-based polygon (black bold line). 

Numbers indicate the different examples described in the text. 

 

3.5.2. Initialization and calculation method for habitat destruction-restoration (DR) values 

Classification of DR-values per patch is computed based on three LUC: the effect on habitat 

quality of (i) the type of LUC from t to t + 1 (Table B–3.6), (ii) the initial land-use at t (Table 

B–3.7), and (iii) the (final) land-use at t+ 1 (Table B–3.7). As an example, one production 

forestry (semi-natural) patch with high biodiversity and one sugarcane patch with low 

biodiversity, both being converted to protected areas, will show different biodiversity values 

during the entire LUC process until they become fully protected. This is due to these two 

patches having different initial biodiversity states based on their initial (t) land-use. Likewise, 

the final land-use (t+1) and the type of LUC also affect biodiversity values. 

𝐷𝑅 =  
𝐻𝑄 𝑡 ∙ 𝐻𝑄 𝑡 + 1 ∙ 𝐻𝐷𝐹 𝐿𝑈 𝑡 + 1 ≠ 𝐴𝑑

𝐻𝑄 𝑡 + 1 ∙ 𝐻𝐷𝐹 𝐿𝑈 𝑡 + 1 = 𝐴𝑑
                                              [1] 

 

The initial habitat quality (HQ(t)) of those patches cleared for sugarcane plantations are not 

considered in the DR-value calculation.  
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Table B–3.6: HDF values per LUC type. HDF values range from 0 (high restoration) to 2 

(high destruction). This range (0-2) is larger than the HQ range (0.75-1.25) (see Table S6), in 

order to give a higher weight (and, therefore, biodiversity) to the type of LUC occurring in 

each patch than to the initial and final land-use states in terms of habitat quality. Values under 

„DR-value‟ state the final DR-values used in the model, resulting from multiplying the values 

from table S6 and HDF (see eq. 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B–3.7: Initial (t) and final (t + 1) HQ values. Value changes for Ad, Aa and Ap under 

each scenario. High HQ values correspond to high habitat destruction (HD) rates.  

 

 

 

 

 

Type of LUC 

Habitat 

destruction 

factor (HDF) 

DR value  

(see eq. 14) 

ApAp 0.01 0.01 

Ad Ap 0.25 0.23 

Aag or Aap Ap 0.50 0.375 

Ad Aag / Aap 0.70 0.81 

AaAa 0.90 0.90 

Ap Aa 1.25 0.94 

Aa Ad 1.3 1.62 

Ap Ad 1.85 2.18 

AdAd 2 2.5 

Land Use Habitat Quality (HQ) 

Ap 0.75 

Aa 1 

Ad 1.25 
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3.5.3. Initialization and calculation method for extinction debt magnitude (α): habitat 

destruction – biodiversity loss relationship 

Table B–3.8 shows below the habitat destruction-biodiversity loss relationship calculation 

method (α), based on expert opinion and literature review. 

 

Table B–3.8: Habitat destruction – biodiversity loss relationship (extinction debt) calculation 

method. Values are selected based on expert opinion and literature review. In particular, 

references (71, 72) discuss about the difference between species-area relationships regarding 

habitat islands and intact islands, thus reflecting the extinction debt that has occurred in 

habitat islands. 

 

 

 

 

 

Strength (magnitude) of 

extinction debt 
value Description 

𝛼𝐵𝐴𝑈  0.15 

BAU is given the minimum  𝛼 value, due to 
this being the scenario were less amount of 
habitat is destroyed and fragmented 

𝛼𝐿𝑆𝐻  0.20 

LSH is given the medium  𝛼 value regarding 
the minimum (0.15) and maximum (0.25) 𝛼 
values. 

𝛼𝐿𝑆𝑃  0.22 

LSP is given the maximum  𝛼 value, due to 
the habitat fragmentation and connectivity 
loss taking place in this scenario increase the 
extinction debt 
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3.5.4. Calculation method and initialization of carbon sequestration change (CC) values 

Variation of above-ground biomass and carbon sequestration values, which were selected 

based on literature review and expert opinion, vary based on changes of vegetated areas 

influenced by LUC. 

Classification of CC-values follows a different rationale than DR-values (see Table B–3.9) 

CC-value calculation only focuses on the type of LUC (i.e. how the type of LUC affects the 

recovery/loss of above-ground biomass), while for DR-values we also considered the initial 

and final land-uses (see Table S6). This differentiation is based on biodiversity being, in our 

model, a more complex environmental asset than carbon. Thus, while biodiversity is affected 

not only by the type of LUC, but also by initial (t) and final (t + 1) land-uses, carbon solely 

varies based on changes in above-ground biomass. Following on the same example used for 

DR-values, one production forestry (semi-natural) patch with high biodiversity and one 

sugarcane patch with low biodiversity, both being converted to protected areas, will have the 

same carbon sequestration values at t + 1.  
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Table B–3.9: Carbon change (CC) values calculation method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type of LUC CC value Type of LUC CC value 

Ad  Ap 1.50 Ap  Aap 0.97 

Ad Aap 1.45 AapAap 0.95 

Aag  Ap 1.30 Ap Aag 0.90 

Ad Aag 1.20 Aag Ad 0.85 

Aap Ap 1.10 Aap Ad 0.70 

ApAp 1.10 Ap Ad 0.50 

AagAag 1  

Protected rainforests and semi-natural (production forestry) areas: In Australia, the absorption 

range for forests with continuous canopies is about 0.5-2 tonnes of carbon per year for each hectare 

(ACS, 2017). Assuming that only a maximum of 50 per cent of carbon can be lost/gained with 

changes in vegetated areas, we multiply carbon sequestration values by a value within this range 

(selected based on expert opinion).  

Semi-natural (native pasture) areas: Fivetonnes of carbon can be stored per hectare of perennial 

grass year, assuming little grazing (ACS, 2017). The long-term storage of carbon per hectare of 

grasslands is less than that over an average hectare in woody trees (ACS, 2017). Thus, due to more 

carbon staying in the tree sink than in the grass sink in the long term, protected rainforests in our 

model are the land-use that retains most carbon, followed by production forestry (semi-natural), native 

pasture (semi-natural), and sugarcane (production). We only consider above-ground biomass as a 

source for carbon –neither soil carbon nor any below-ground biomass considered. Likewise, carbon 

sequestrated by sugarcane land is considered to be zero.  

CC-values state the change in carbon sequestration values for each patch based on the LUC taking 

place in that patch and its surrounding ones. The information above explains the literature review used 

– together with expert opinion – to justify the selection of CC-values. 
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3.5.5. Initialization of SV-values from BBNs 

Each patch type (Ap, Aa, Ad) is initially assigned a SV-value from the output „LUC Suitability‟ 

node regarding its correspondent BBN (see Figure 5.3 and „Model entities, state variables 

and scales‟ in the Methodology section of Chapter 5). SV-values for Ad, Ap and Aa patches are 

named SVd, SVp, and SVa, respectively. Depending on the LUC type, SV-values refer to one of 

the following statements:  

 SVdp: the probability of Ad patches to be converted into Ap;  

 SVda: the probability of Ad patches to be converted into Aa; 

 SVdd: the probability of Ad patches to be maintained as Ad. 

In the example given in the BBN from Chapter 5, SVp for this particular patch would be 78, 

SVa = 22, and SVd= 0. These three values are therefore based on the values provided by 

„Potential Conservation Areas‟ and „Potential Agricultural Areas‟ GIS layers shown in Table 

S10, which represent the nodes „Conservation Potential‟ and Sugarcane Production Potential‟ 

in the BBN (Figure 5.3, Chapter 5). SV-values vary each time step during simulation runs 

based on the algorithms described below (see Submodels). For example, under the BAU 

scenario, if an Aa patch has „high‟ biodiversity and „low‟ sugarcane production values 

respectively, it will have a higher SVp value than SVa and SVd. This patch will be therefore 

converted into an Ap patch if (i) a PGp-agent moves to this patch – which happens if this SVp-

value is the highest among all patches, and if the number of Ap around is higher than in any 

other patch, (ii) the PR-value computed by this agent is lower than the SV-value (see 

Submodels) and (iii) the scenario targets are not already met.  

3.6 Input Data 

Table B–3.4 showed the initial values for all the parameters in Tables B–3.1, Table B–3.2 

and Table B–3.3.Table B–3.5 described the input GIS layers imported to NetLogo during 

initialization. 

Variability for sugarcane yield values (S) is performed at a yearly basis and is computed by 

replicating historical-data for the period 2006-2014. 
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Regarding sugar monetary value (Sv), prices for the period 2016-2020 were considered in 

order to calculate the potential monetary value (AUD) of the sugar contained in the total 

amount of sugarcane (in tons) produced during the period 2006-2014. Being our simulation 

period 2016-2030 (i.e. 300 time steps), we extrapolate the trendline function from the period 

2016-2020 to our entire simulated period. In addition, we integrate small random variabilities 

within each year to simulate the high volatility of the sugar price in the market. The resulting 

price function is shown in Figure S3.  

Regarding carbon sequestration, initial above-ground biomass is converted into carbon using 

a conversion factor of 0.47, which is the recommended value from the Intergovernmental 

Panel for Climate Change for Tropical Forests (58).  

Carbon values change over time based on LUC, which affects vegetation cover and growth. 

To calculate the monetary value (AUD) of carbon, we utilize the price corresponding to the 

2013-2014 financial year (i.e. 24.15AUD/t). Note that a carbon pricing scheme was 

introduced in Australia in 2011 – coming into effect on 1 July 2012 – and revoked on 1 July 

2014.  

3.7 Submodels 

3.7.1. Scenario selection 

The scenarios to be tested (BAU, LSP and LSH) are selected from the GUI.  

3.7.2. „Other land-uses‟ compute LUC 

The so-called „other land-uses‟ (i.e. all land-use types but protected, sugarcane and semi-

natural areas compute the LUC based on the LUC trends from the period 1999-2015. No PG-

agents compute LUCs for „other land-uses‟, but rather those patches with highest potential – 

based on the potentiality GIS layers shown in Table S11  – are converted first. If more than 

one patch has the same potentiality value, the one with the highest connectivity is prioritized 

(see (iv) section below).  
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3.7.3. Patches compute LUC-suitability 

Every time step each patch obtains a SV-value. This value changes every time step based on 

the particular combination of biodiversity and sugarcane production values in that patch (see 

„Initialization‟). 

3.7.4. PG-agents compute movement 

Once the SV-values for all patches are computed, PG-agents move to the patch (i.e. target-

patch) with the highest SV-value corresponding to this PG-agent (e.g. PGp-agents only seek 

for the patch with highest SVp-value) which has the highest number of neighbour patches 

corresponding to this PG-agent (Ap in the latter example). The latter process is computed in 

order to enhance patch connectivity. For instance, PGp-agents under BAU scenario will seek 

for those Aa patches with highest SVp values that have more Ap patches as neighbour patches. 

If there are no Ap patches next to the target patch, PG-agents consider a larger radius – 

instead of only considering neighbour patches – until a Ap patch is reached. 

3.7.5. PG-agents compute PR-value and patches compute LUC 

Once each PG-agent selects its target-patch, and in order to confirm whether LUC is finally 

computed in this patch or not, each PG-agent computes a random number between 0 and 1, 

called PR-value (Probability Value), thus: 

IF PR-value < or = SV-value, THEN patches compute LUC 

IF PR-value > SV-value, THEN patches do not compute LU 

Figure S5 shows the output LUC trends over time under each of the three scenarios (BAU, 

LSP and LSH)  

3.7.6. Patches compute indicators. 

Sugarcane production values are computed each time step by those patches with irrigated or 

dryland sugarcane cropping as land-use: 
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Herbert Rive𝑟                          𝑆(𝑡) =  −1.6002𝑡+80.55 

𝑃1(𝑡)
∙ 𝐴    [1] 

Tully                                         𝑆(𝑡) =  2.0998𝑡+67.881 

𝑃2(𝑡)
∙ 𝐴    [2] 

Tableland                               𝑆(𝑡) =
 1.3095𝑡+90.222 

𝑃3(𝑡)
∙ 𝐴    [3] 

Innisfail                                  𝑆(𝑡) =
 −1.7119𝑡+80.44 

𝑃4(𝑡)
∙ 𝐴               [4] 

Mulgrave                               𝑆(𝑡) =
 1.3609𝑡+76.956 

𝑃5(𝑡)
∙ 𝐴               [5] 

Mossman                               𝑆(𝑡) =
 2.4107𝑡+63.161 

𝑃6(𝑡)
∙ 𝐴               [6] 

where the y (yield) at time t refers to the tones of (sugar)cane produced per patch, t is the time 

(in simulation time steps), Pm(t) is the number of patches of sugarcane in the mill-area 

m(name on the left of eq. 2-7) at time t, and A is the area (in hectares) corresponding to each 

patch (i.e. 123.64 ha/patch). The function in the numerator for equations [2-7] is the trendline 

function regarding the sugarcane production per mill-area during the period 2006 – 2014 (see 

„Input Data‟). The same trend is therefore considered for modelling future scenarios. When 

LUC occurs in any patch, S only changes (becomes zero) if Ad is converted into either Aa or 

Ap. Otherwise, y value is computed following equations [1-6]. These equations change based 

on the time step (x) and number of gained/lost sugarcane patches in each mill area (P), since 

A remains the same during model simulations.  

Sugar price (𝑆𝑣 ) function is given by equation 8: 

                                              𝑆𝑣 (𝑡) =  −4.7069𝑡 + 75.804    [7] 

Biodiversity (𝐵 ) values for protected, sugarcane and semi-natural patches vary, and are 

updated each time step, based on equations 9 and 10 below, in which B(t) decreases/increases 

with the proportion of habitat destroyed/restored (𝐷𝑅) in each patch and in its surrounding 

(neighbour) patches (𝐷𝑅𝑛) based on the type of LUC (see Figure S6). 𝐷𝑅𝑛  refers to those 

target-neighbours (𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛 ) that are protected, semi-natural or sugarcane; thus, each patch only 
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calculates the average 𝐷𝑅  value ( 𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛 ) regarding its target-neighbours. If no target-

neighbours present, the patch increases its radius until any target-neighbours become present. 

The aim of including 𝐷𝑅𝑛 in equation 9 is to integrate the impact on biodiversity of habitat 

destruction and restoration taking place in the surrounding areas. 

 

                                              𝐵(𝑡) = 𝐵(𝑡 − 1) ∙ (𝐷𝑅 ∙ 𝐷𝑅𝑛)                [8] 

                                                        𝐷𝑅𝑛 = 𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑛                                                [9] 

 

Extinction debt (𝐸𝐷) states the proportion of species driven extinct within the remaining 

habitat (Isbell et al., 2015). Following (Isbell et al., 2015), we utilise a fairly flexible and 

generic form for the extinction debt calculation: 

𝐸𝐷(𝑡) = 1 −  1 − 𝐷𝑅(𝑡 − 1) 𝛼                [10] 

 

where 𝐸𝐷  is affected by the amount of habitat destroyed/restored ( 𝐷𝑅)  and the 

strength/magnitude of the extinction debt(𝛼), which states the relationship between habitat 

destruction/restoration and biodiversity loss/gain (see Table S8). 

Above-ground carbon sequestration (𝐶 ) is calculated following: 

 

                                      𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶(𝑡 − 1)  ∙ 𝐶𝐶                                   [11] 

 

where𝐶 changes based on the carbon sequestration change (𝐶𝐶) value, the latter stating the C 

per patch sequestered or lost resulting from LUC. An economic valuation function (𝐶𝑣 ) 

monetises or assigns weight to carbon according to the product of the market cost of 

carbon𝐶𝑝 : 

 

                                                                       𝐶𝑣 = 𝐶 × 𝐶𝑝                                                    [12]
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4.  Further research in ABM  

Although not directly addressed through the models presented in Chapters 3-5, this thesis 

indirectly contributes to other research gaps within the ABM community. First, there is a need 

to build models that support upscaling and transferability processes to scale-up the 

interactions among few agents to interactions among many agents (Janssen and Ostrom, 

2006). This approach could contribute to exploring the effect of upscaling social-ecological 

ABMs to larger geographical areas, considering that an upscaling theory is missing (Arneth et 

al., 2014; Parker et al., 2003; Rounsevell et al., 2012; Verburg et al., 2016). Furthermore, 

model upscaling could enable the coupling of ABMs with models at different spatial scales 

(Rounsevell et al., 2012), thus potentially building hybrid models (O‟Sullivan et al., 2016). 

Related to this, a future extension of the model presented in Chapter 4 is intended to use data 

from Forest & Finance (2016) to upscale the current model version – which uses Indonesia as 

a case-study – to larger regions in Southeast Asia. Thus, the debt-sustainability nexus studied 

in Indonesia would be carried out for other countries (e.g. Malaysia) or even a broader region.  

Another research direction within the ABM community is related to participatory ABM 

(O‟Sullivan et al., 2016). There is a need to use results from participatory processes that 

increase the robustness and reliability of model calibration processes. For instance, 

forthcoming versions of the Chapter 4 model could integrate results from field experiments 

regarding palm oil production representatives and government actors. Carrying out 

participatory processes with stakeholders in Indonesia, and collecting data from the bottom-

up, would improve the current model through a more detailed modelling analysis (see 

Bousquet and Le Page, 2004). This is an important aspect to consider; although significant 

progress has been made regarding empirically grounding ABM mechanisms and agent 

attributes (Robinson et al., 2007; Smajgl et al., 2011; Windrum et al., 2007), subjectivity in 

ABM development is still a significant issue. Other potential methods for model calibration 

(e.g. surveys, semi-structured interviews, participant observation, laboratory experiments) 

could also help identifying, for instance, the structure of the learning process where the 

repeated decisions of agents are recorded (e.g. Evans et al., 2006).  

Finally, there is a need to advance ABM validation methods, in order to enhance experiment 

http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/20/2/8.html
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reproducibility and support for policy-makers (Janssen, 2002). Examples of model validation 

in ecological economics are listed in Chapter 2, and include Brown et al. (2005), Janssen and 

Ostrom (2006), Moss (2008), Robinson et al. (2007), Wilensky and Rand (2007), among 

others. In particular, there is a need to develop methods to validate models in addition to 

traditional fit-to-data approaches (Polhill and Salt, 2017). Scholars pose arguments about the 

degree to which fit-to-data methods should be trusted as a measure of confidence in a model‟s 

predictions in complex systems (e.g. Oreskes et al., 1994). This is important given that 

modelers usually give preference to simpler models with the same fit-to-data (Polhill and Salt, 

2017). One alternative to traditional techniques for ABM validation follows an ontology-

based approach. Ontologies can be defined as formal, explicit representations of shared 

conceptualizations (Gruber, 1993); that is, an ontology refers to the shared structure, entities 

and processes among models. ABMs possess a rich ontology – with a high amount of 

complex processes, agents, and variables interacting – which means that the ontological 

structure has a greater significance in ABM compared to other modelling approaches (Polhill 

and Salt, 2017). However, ontologies behind ABMs are usually taken for granted, or assumed 

to be „common sense‟ (Polhill and Salt, 2017); this enhances subjectivity in ABMs and 

penalizes trust on ABM outcomes – above all from more traditional modelling approaches. 

Although not used to validate this thesis‟ models, the first section of Chapter 6 (section 6.1) 

includes a simple ontology-based approach focused on understanding and integrating the 

different ontologies among the models presented – see Parker et al. (2008 a,b) and Polhill and 

Salt (2017) for further details on using ontologies for model validation.  
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5.  Research proposal: The double role of conserving 

and destroying the Amazon – A telecoupled case-

study 

5.1 Background 

Norway is playing a double role in Brazil (Lang, 2010a). On the one hand, the Norwegian 

government is the biggest donor to the Amazon Fund
6
 – focused on conserving the Amazon 

rainforest and its biodiversity. On the other hand, the partly state-owned Norwegian company, 

Norsk Hydro ASA
7
, is expanding its aluminium production operations in Brazil – an industry 

renowned for its high environmental impacts (see below). Thus, while Norway “buys” green 

credibility by donating to the Amazon Fund, it also invests in unsustainable aluminium 

production in the same forest it claims to protect.  

Aluminium production is known to be a highly destructive process, including deforestation, 

contamination, displacement of local communities and severe impacts on livelihoods and 

health (Lang, 2010a). In fact, Norsk Hydro ASA has recently been accused of serious 

environmental damage due to the creation of a clandestine pipeline to discharge untreated 

effluent (The Nordic Page, 2018). Samples taken by Brazil‟s ministry‟s technicians found 

high levels of lead, aluminium, sodium and other substances that are currently threatening 

drinking water supply in several areas of the Brazilian Amazon (Alves, 2018). Furthermore, 

aluminium production is a highly energy-intensive process, with electricity representing about 

20% to 40% of the cost of producing aluminium (Lang, 2010a). Because energy production in 

Brazil is limited (in terms of sources providing it), it is likely that electricity is obtained from 

large-scale hydroelectric dams (Lang, 2010a). In this regard, the Brazilian government has 

recently approved the construction of the third largest dam in the world – the Belo Monte dam 

                                                           

6
 The Amazon Fund is the Brazilian Development bank‟s fund that receives donations from governments, big 

NGOs and companies, to fund forest conservation projects that reduce GHG emissions from deforestation (Lang, 

2010a) – note that this process does not imply equity rights or carbon credits to offset.  

7
 The Norwegian state owns 34.26% of shares in Norsk Hydro ASA, which is Europe‟s third largest aluminium 

maker (Lang, 2010a). 

http://www.hydro.com/en/Investor-relations/The-Hydro-share/Shareholders/Shareholder-overview/
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– with an estimated cost of over US$ 16 billion. The aim is to feed industrial processes such 

as the aluminium production project (described above) with the low cost energy they require 

(Lang, 2010a). The Belo Monte was proposed as a renewable project and an important part of 

the country‟s commitment to reduce CO2emissions by 38% by 2020 (International Rivers, 

2010). While this is true, the construction of the Belo Monte dam will also create considerable 

social-environmental impacts, such as the flooding of 516 sq km of forest land and further 

1,522 sq km affected – leading to the displacement of some 20,000-40,000 people (Lang, 

2010a). Deforestation produces GHG emissions that increase global average temperatures – 

see Hegerl et al. (2007), sea level rise; see Pethica et al. (2010), and a higher frequency of 

extreme weather events; see Smith et al. (2009). In addition to the CO2 emissions produced 

from deforestation, tropical power-dams are also known for producing underwater GHG 

emissions through biomass decomposition by bacteria (Demarty and Bastien, 2011; Rosa et 

al., 2004). 

At this point, another actor comes into play: the Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES State 

bank). The BNDES was assigned the management of the Amazon Fund (Amazon Fund, 

2016); it administers the US$1.14 billion allocated by Norway‟s Government between 2009 

and 2017 to reduce emissions from the deforestation of the Amazon (Amazon Fund, 2018). At 

the same time, BNDES is financing the construction of the Belo Monte dam. One of the 

largest loans in the BNDES history was lent to Belo Monte (Branford, 2016). This loan 

increased criticisms related to the bank‟s failure to oversee the gigantic loans it makes and to 

assure taxpayers that their money is spent in socio-economic and environmentally sustainable 

projects (Branford, 2016). 

Finally, politicians, and the Federal government of Brazil, form the last group of key actors 

regarding conservation and development processes in the Amazon. The government is 

responsible for giving permissions to foreign companies, such as the Norsk Hydro ASA, to 

carry out (land clearing) operations in the Amazon. At the same time, the government is the 

main entity responsible for conserving the Amazon. In fact, deforestation rates in the Amazon 

rainforest have fallen dramatically over the last decade – from 27,400 sq km of rainforest 

cleared in 2004 to 4,800 sq km in 2014 (McCarthy, 2015). Moreover, Brazil‟s government 

announced, in January 2018, a major shift away from its policy of building mega-dams in the 

Brazilian Amazon (Branford, 2018). However, these achievements are currently threatened by 
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the bloc representing the interests of agribusinesses and large landholders in the National 

Congress of Brazil (Schiffman, 2017). Due to the country‟s worst recession in decades, the 

budget of the environment ministry was reduced by more than 40 percent in 2017. 

Simultaneously, the large-scale agricultural sector promises that boosting exports through 

rainforest deforestation could help mitigating the effects of the economic crisis (Arsenault, 

2017). All this creates a context where „forces‟ driving forest clearing for economic-

development projects are being enhanced and supported over conservation plans.  

The Norwegian and Brazilian entities and actors described so far (governments, corporations, 

bank) are interrelated and have key roles for both enhancing and halting deforestation in the 

Brazilian Amazon; this situation has multiple effects in terms of ES provisioning, as well as 

regional and national wellbeing. The aim of this research would be to study the economic and 

environmental relationships between Norway and Brazil, under the telecoupling framework. 

In particular, to test, through an ABM approach, the impacts of Business As Usual (BAU) and 

alternative scenarios on different sustainability indicators in the Brazilian Amazon, i.e. 

deforestation rate, food production, carbon sequestration and emissions, energy/electricity 

generation, biodiversity. The scenarios would explore the impact on these and other indicators 

of different power relations between both countries, and among the entities considered. For 

instance, by examining the effects of reducing the engagement with the large-scale industry of 

aluminium by the Norwegian Government; or another where the bank (BNDES) increases the 

capital allocated for the construction of dams in the Amazon (or the other way around), while 

the Brazilian government increases its commitment (through further debt-driven investments) 

to conserving the Amazon. Alternative combinations of variables and relationships will be 

used to explore synergies between the different sustainability indicators selected.  

5.2 Research aim and questions 

The objective of this research work would be to study the role of different political and social-

economic actors, as well as their relationships and power (im)balances, on SES sustainability. 

For that aim, a „telecoupled‟ case-study involving Norway and Brazil as distant but 

interconnected SES is selected.  

The following are potential research questions to be answered through this research: 
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1. What are the environmental and social-economic relationships between Norway and 

Brazil under the framework considered? 

2. What is the impact of the current BAU scenario in the Brazilian Amazon‟s 

environmental sustainability? 

3. What is the current grade of environmental sustainability – in terms of both direct and 

indirect carbon emissions –of Brazil and Norway? i.e. is Norway as „green‟ as it 

claims to be? What is the role of Brazil‟s government?  

4. Are platforms, such as REDD/REDD+, helping to efficiently reduce carbon emissions 

regarding the Amazon? How could the creation of a hybrid, neutral trust (see Chapter 

6) help sustainably managing the Amazon in Brazil? And how this would affect other 

economic and environmental indicators? 

5.3 Potential discussion points 

As previously mentioned in this chapter, sustainable development (SD) is about managing 

trade-offs. Yet, applied to climate change mitigation and sustainability, the final goal must be, 

in any case, to achieve zero net GHG emissions and get closer to a low carbon society. For 

that aim, trade-off analyses must be the „standing point‟ through which a sustainable scenario 

is pursued. In this regard, an “idealized” concept of nature, or rainforest conservation, is not 

an appropriate approach for achieving sustainability in natural resource management. 

Incorrect premises and preconceptions can deviate us from such an objective. The same 

situation arises regarding power relations and those entities involved in natural resource 

management: each actor (e.g. banks, corporations, governments), and situation, must be 

contextualized and analysed in its own particular socio-economic, environmental, cultural and 

political reality, thus avoiding premature conclusions. 

If SD is considered a matter of managing trade-offs in a particular context (with a specific 

objective in mind), preconceived ideas about sustainability may be altered. As an example, 

and contrary to what one may think, short-term deforestation could lead, in some cases and 

under certain contexts, to long-term reduction of carbon emissions. Even more, such 

deforestation process could enhance the provisioning of other important ES for global 

sustainability. For instance, a rainforest patch is cleared in order to start producing biofuel, 
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while a terrestrial carbon sink (e.g. through forest restoration or protection) is offset elsewhere 

as compensation. This scenario would enhance synergies of ES, such as energy production 

and carbon sequestration – note that, for an offsetting process to be beneficial for the 

environment, the benefits need to be additional to a baseline scenario (i.e. what would have 

happened without the impact) (Maron et al., 2015), which is not often the case. It is true that 

this example would probably imply the loss of unique biodiversity from tropical deforestation, 

as well as the loss of other vital ES. However, the message behind this idea is that natural 

resource management involves dealing with synergies and trade-offs to achieve the goal 

established, under the specific context being studied. This is where governments and the 

different actors involved need to decide on what benefits more the natural environment and 

society. 

Therefore, when exploring interdisciplinary, cross-scale and complex sustainability issues – 

involving different actors, disciplines and frameworks – it is important to have a systemic 

view of the problem under study (as discussed in Chapter 6). Applied to this research proposal 

– if one steps back, it comes into question whether Norway is as “green” as it claims to be. 

One the one hand, Norway is considered one of the most environmentally progressive 

countries in the world. In 1990, at a time when most countries had not even heard of climate 

change, Norway implemented taxes on carbon emissions, while started its participation in the 

European carbon market (Bauer, 2016). Furthermore, efficient legislation and policies focused 

on reducing carbon emissions seem to be working at the national level; for instance, 98 

percent of electricity production in Norway comes from renewable energy sources, mainly 

hydropower (Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2016). Norway has also the goal of 

becoming CO2 neutral by 2030. On the other hand, Norway is the second largest natural gas 

exporter in the world, and the fifth largest exporter of oil (Bauer, 2016); both of these energy 

sources produce huge amounts of GHG emissions from the extraction processes. In this 

carbon accounting, Norway ignores the emissions produced when that oil and gas is 

ultimately combusted in other countries around the world (Bauer, 2016). In this regard, there 

has long been a concern that countries, mainly wealthy ones, might lower emissions via 

international trade but enhance increases elsewhere (e.g. Rothman, 1998). The question of 

whether the consumer or producer pays is a controversy in carbon accounting and 

international policy (Davis and Caldeira, 2010).  
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Therefore, under a systemic view of the problem, could we say that Norway is a truly 

„sustainable‟ country? To what extent can a system, or nation, be considered sustainable 

without taking the interactions with other distant SES into account? This issue is known as 

sustainability displacement – the idea that the achievement of sustainability is shifted to some 

other place and future time rather than being delivered in the here and now (Saunders and 

Hughes, 2018). In addition to the above-noted GHG emissions displacement by Norway, the 

sustainability displacement concept can be also applied to the support given by the Norwegian 

Government to Norsk Hydro ASA in the Brazilian Amazon. Sustainability may be just a 

matter of scales, after all. However, would it be „fair‟ to blame the Norwegian Government 

for such sustainability displacement issues if it did not own those resources (e.g. oil and gas 

reservoirs) that Norwegian oil and gas companies export? i.e. Norway has no control over 

these resources; or if it cannot have business activities, such as those carried out by Norsk 

Hydro ASA in the Brazilian Amazon, under control?
8
 Although these may be complex 

questions with no one single answer, probably both „yes‟ and „no‟ answers would be 

acceptable here. Yes – because building a dam in another country may still require the 

approval of the Norwegian Government, plus further policies and legislation could be 

implemented by the government to prevent this scenario. No – because, as discussed in 

Chapter 6, the influences and pressures of corporations are, normally, too strong to be 

counterweighed by governments. At this point, another question arises: assuming the 

difficulties of both Brazilian and Norwegian governments to reduce deforestation in the 

Amazon, to what extent would public or hybrid entities succeed at achieving zero net carbon 

emission scenarios? This is also an important question to answer, considering that similar 

existing platforms focused on maintaining reductions in deforestation, such as REDD projects 

(e.g. Juma project in the Amazon), are not being as successful as expected (see Lang, 2010b). 

As shown, the systemic, interdisciplinary and cross-scale nature of telecoupled SES can imply 

difficulties with regards to diagnosing the multiple processes occurring in nested SES. As a 

result, providing answers to the complex sustainability issues inherent to telecoupled SES 

could enhance what Ostrom et al. (2007) called „panacea traps‟. Thus, scholars could be 

tempted to provide a simplified picture of the system(s) being studied and, therefore, 

                                                           

8
 See Chapter 6, section 6.2.2.2: “The powerless or unwillingness of the State to twist the arm of the economy”. 
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recommend favorite cure-all solutions. Advocates of panaceas make the false assumption that 

problems related to common-pool resource management and governance can be represented 

by simple processes and models (Ostrom et al., 2007). Examples include scholars supporting 

the creation of protected areas as the only way to protect biodiversity (Lovejoy, 2006; 

Terborgh, 1999) or marketable permits as the only methods to provide effective common-pool 

resource management (Armstrong and Sumaila, 2001; Pearce et al., 1989). Thus, there is a 

need to avoid panacea traps by assuming that exploring sustainability in multiple coupled SES 

is a complex and challenging task, being almost impossible for a single model to describe 

perfectly a real-world phenomenon. For instance, the study of the Norway-Brazil telecoupled 

SES may become even more complicated if one considers the multiple processes 

characterizing natural resource property rights and land tenures in the Brazilian Amazon – 

although half of forestland in the Brazilian Amazon is managed as protected area, the other 

half is private land and occupied public land (Global Forest Atlas, 2015).  

In conclusion, it is important that further studies on telecoupled SES and actors are 

performed. These would provide a broader, more realistic, perspective on SD and 

sustainability displacement issues by performing trade-off analyses with regards to future 

scenarios. For that purpose, there is a need to build models that take interdisciplinary, cross-

scale and systemic approaches to problem solving. At the same time, it is important to avoid 

panacea traps by assuming the difficulties and complexities of exploring telecoupled SES. 

Studies must, therefore, integrate the interrelations and displacements regarding distant SES, 

considering that we live in a globalized, complex and interconnected society. Thus, the 

telecoupling approach could be used as a framework to study the role of power dynamics, 

governance intention, market forces, NGOs and international interventions with respect to 

SES sustainability. 
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